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» match of the season.
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In the wake of the
Simpson verdict a
candlelight vigil zs held
in Eureka for victims of
domestic violence.
Community, page 7
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Reaction in Humboldt

County to Simpson's
acquittal is as varied as
the rest of the nation’s.
Community, page 8
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Lumberjack columnist
David Chrisman
examines what he feels rs
the true flaw of the
Simpson case — the jury.
Opinion, page 24
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Trustees delay decision on computer fees
establish one general fee.
The policy of passing fees, Mitchell said, is confusing.
“Fees just sort of happen and no one knows how,” he
said.

By Teresa Mills
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

The “assured student access” to computers fee passed
last semester by students remains on hold while a task
force created by the California State University
Chancellor’s Office reviews fee policies for the entire
CSU system.
The computer technology fee, an initiative on the

|

If passed by the Board of Trustees, the $36 fee will go

toward improving computer labs with equipment such as
Power Macs with CD-ROM, creating a software library and
establishing user-support services on campus.
Administrators in computing and telecommunications
had expressed optimism that by the fall semester students

spring Associated Student’s ballot, received 438 student votes — 288 students voted against it.

would see the most current technology in computer labs.

lor, said the current fee policy is confusing and needs
revision.

In the May 3 issue of The Lumberjack Tom Butte, interim director gf computing and telecommunications, said
“T think what the university community will see when we
come back in the fall is probably the greatest improvement
in our technology infrastructure in the history of HSU.”

“We’re trying to consolidate and revise the recent fee

But delay in the computer technology fee doesn’t mean

However, as a result of the task force, the passage of

the initiative by the Board of

Trustees has been delayed.

Brad Wells, executive assistant to the vice chancel-

.

.

5

policy,” Wells said.

.

Trustees,” he said.
fornia State Student Association, said there are about

45 different fees and the chancellor’s office is trying
|

—

_

.

ee
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Republican members of the
Senate seek to introduce an
amendment to an appropriations
bill that would restrict or effectively eliminate the political activities of many different campus organizations.
The amendment, commonly

known as the campus gag rule,
prohibits institutions of higher
education from funding politically
active campus groups with man-

5

“Ifit does pass by sometime in spring it will give (us)

dition the computing and telecommunications department
submit a description of all the upgrades it plans to make.
“The problem is since the funds didn’t come in this
summer we had to finda way to upgrade in the middle of the

time to let people know, to give it some advertising,”
Wilson said.
However, he said he’s hoping it will take months
rather than years to pass the initiative.
3

——

oni

2
“
: I he Labor, Health and Human

three separate occasions.

Ifimplemented, the rule would

“The so-called campus gag rule is designed so
students who pay mandatory fees will not be
forced to support activities they may not agree
with.”

oe

ve
>
ve
_ mac
gag rule >
campus
The > so-called

|

By JeremySTAFF
Sutton
COMBERUAGK

|}

mandatory fees will not be forced
to support activities they may not
agree with,” Kristin Hyde, press
secretary for Gregg, said. “You
should have the choice
to say ‘No,
I don’t want my money going
there.””
The California State Student

to 5:30 p.m, tomorrow.

Association, which opposes the
amendment, would be directly
af-

fected by the bill if passed.

|

exempts student government, stu-

dent newspapers, faculty officials
and trade associations working
on behalf of universities.

dent,”

Ted

Muhlhauser,

HSU

He will address several issues at the forum such as the
federal student loan system
and will give an update on
what Congress is doing and
what areas its focusing on,
such as balancing the budget
and reforming welfare and
Medicare.
He will also speak about
two bills he supported that

representative for CSSA, said.
“The organization lobbies on behalf
of student interests in Sacra-

|

arepresentative from the U.S. Public Interest Research Group in
Washington
D.C., but the senator’s

mento, [doing things like] fighting fee increases.
He said the CSSA opposes the

|

would ban offshore drilling,

|

said Beau

office denied he would carry the
amendment to the Senate floor.

See ‘Gag rule,’ page 6

press secretary for Sen. Judd Gregg

influence public policy or political campaigns. The amendment

lee

Representative
Frank
Riggs (R-Windsor) will speak
at an open forum in the Kate
Buchanan Room from 3:30

“The CSSA receives $1 per stuKRISTIN HYDE

fees include: Tuition, activity fees

.

Riggs to speak

Services and Educational Appro- _ is designed so students who pay

force universities to show if they _ Ptations bill passed the House
without the gag rule amendment.
use mandatory fees to fund camIt had reportedly been picked up
pus groups that lobby or seek to
by Sen. Judd Gregg (R-N.H.), said

datory student fees. Mandatory
and any other mandatory charges.
Earlier sponsors of the amendment, Reps. Gerald Solomon (RN.Y.) and Ernest Istook (R-Okla.)
failed to muster enough support
on the House floor to pass it on

.

tions, said the chancellor gave HSU $260,000 on the con-

.

macnn

.

been passed yet.

Campus ‘gag rule’ amendment waits for sponsor
By Charles Hoey ©

.

Wilson said there’s a positive side to the fact it hasn’t

Bill Cannon, director of computing and telecommunica-

Eric Mitchell, university affairs director for the Cali-

|

—_ why should we be surprised?” he said.

°

labs won’t see any improvements.

“Until the fee policy is reviewed by the task force
we're not taking any fee proposals to the Board of
|

semester,” * said Cannon, who has been director since
Aug. |.
Originally, there was the “24-hour access” initiative
proposed by administrators of HSU, Sonoma State
University and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo in fall 1994.
This proposal would have required students own a
computer. However, this spring HSU administrators
decided to change the proposal to “assured student
access,” which would require students to pay the $36
fee instead of owning a computer.
R.J. Wilson, assistant director of academic computing, said he was surprised the computer technology fee
proposal wasn’t passed by the Chancellor’s Office immediately. However, he changed his mind when realized how complicated the issue is.
“We are a billion-dollar-plus-a-year institution so

press

Phillips, Riggs’

secretary.

Budget includes pay raise _ Focus groups envision future of HSU
|
|

By David Courtland
ON-LINE EDITOR

A pay raise for California State
University administrators, faculty and staff is included in the
1995-96 budget presented to
the Board of Trustees Sept. 15.
The

$2.284

billion budget

contains $65.4 million more

general fund revenues than the
previous year, a 4.2-percent in-

crease.
The increase doesn’t automatically translate into a 4-percent pay raise, HSU Vice President For Academic Affairs
Alfred Guillaume said.

“No one group is targeted for
a 4 percent raise,” Guillaume
said. “It will vary for different

groups, averaging out to about
a 2-percent raise.”

Guillaume said HSU’s budget will not be finalized until

Nov. 1, when the campus will
receive extra funds for exceeding
the number of students expected
to enroll.
Figures for the total number of
extra students enrolled beyond
what was anticipated were not
available at press time.

Director of University Relations Michael Slinker said the

only significant difference between this year’s and last year’s
budget was that there was no fee

increase for the first time in several years.
“We anticipate that there will

be additional funds to provide
quality education for those students,” Slinker said, referring to

funding for extra students. “How

they will be used I don’t know at
this time. Other than that they
will be used to improve educational opportunities.”

By Vanessa L. Payne and

Marolyn Krasner —
LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU’s “new vision” is becoming clearer everyday.

Faculty, students and administrators met for over five hours last

Friday to discuss technology, experiential cducation and the future of HSU,
This meeting was the second

this semester designed to get students and faculty together to discuss the strategic plan of HSU.
Vice President for Student Affairs Edward “Buzz” Webb said
“] think that it went much better
than a lot of people expected it to
go. ”
“People

had

fun,”

he said.

“There was a lot of good energy,
good ideas.”
Students were encouraged to

offer their views and experiences
at the focus groups.

Daniel Flanigan, a religious
studies senior, said Friday’s brainstorming session was not what he
expected.
“It was ineffective as a grassroots transformative process,” he
said. “It was done with incredible
haste.”
Flanigan was a part of the infor-

connections between HSU and the

mational

part of what’s going on.”

technology

group,

which discussed the role of technology at HSU. More specifically,

Flanigan said the group analyzed
technology as a social system and
questioned if new kinds of systems should be created “in order
to cultivate innovation and transformation of the institution.”
Students were able to drop in
during the brainstorming session
and discuss topics they were interested in.
Garrett Dempsey, interdiscipli-

nary studies senior, participated
in the external relations group,
which focused on building more

community

through

“service

learning.”
“We talked about the importance of finding out what the local

community expects of HSU,”
Dempsey said. “I like the idea of
service learning, the experience of
being active in the community and

Dempsey said the focus groups
were

effective

in gathering

new

ideas for the university’s plan to

restructure its goals.
“I think it generated

a lot of

ideas and was a positive way to get
out and solicit ideas,” he said.

Webb said the next step is to
form task forces that will focus on
one issue — such as curriculum.

He said the task forces will be comprised of students, staff and fac-

ulty, as well as people who specialize in the area the task force is
See ‘New vision,’ page 6
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C heerleaders

together rallies to help publicize

By Jeremy Sutton
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

HSU’s
years
past
In
cheerleading squad may have
gone unnoticed by students, this

year it’s a different story.
“T feel a lot more support. For
what ever reason cheer leaders
(in the past) had a bad reputation,” cheerleader Lori Wolf, a

sociology junior, said.
“One semester there were only

three cheerleaders and they
didn’t do that much cheermg.
Some students didn’t even know
HSU

had cheer leaders,” Wolf

said,
There are now

11 cheerlead-

ers — six of them returnees. This
increase in cheerleaders has also
KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

The

cheerleading

squad,

including

Coree

performed at last Saturday’s football game.

Ecker,

above,

Ecker and her

fellow cheerleaders, who are part of an intramural club, receive

no funding from HSU’s administration.

gain recognition

increased awareness among the

student population that HSU
does have a cheerleading squad.

The cheerleaders are putting

events — last Friday the cheers
leaders led a rally for Saturday'
football game against Saint Marys.
Cheerleaders

hope through

ral-

lies they can increase the awareness of their squad and other

sporting events.
“We're starting to do rallies and
advertise games,” said squad captain Lynne Murphy, a social work
freshman.
“This is the first year out my

they were a club with no real academic support.
The cheerleaders receive no financial help from administration,

As a result, cheerleaders spend
between

and

$300

$400

a year

and participate in fund-raisers

such as the Women’s Walk.
However, they now receive

some financial help from
alumni.

HSU

“The older community, alumni
and parents are big supporters,”

that we’ve had stu-

cheerleader Claudia Rodriguez,
senior said. “There is also a con-

co-captain Latrice Beal, senior in
theater arts said. “Once the student body is on your side then the

sistent crowd of students who support the squad and cheer along
with the cheerleaders at games.”
The improvements cheerleaders made this year stem from a lot
of hard work and time. Now “be-

five at HSU

dent body support,” cheerleader

administration

begins

to recog-

nize and support (you) too.”

This year Clay Brown, intramural director, and the athletic
department made the cheerleaders an intramural club, for which

cause

our program

is building,

See Cheer, page 5

they receive one unit. In the past

—
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day evening. Her son’s friends —_ munity Hospital and found to |
took a joy ride the night before. _ be ill after ingesting marijuana
¢ Atoplesswomanwasreportedly onthe Nelson Hall Eastlawn
Friday afternoon, but attempts
to locate her proved fruitless.
¢ Acustodian observedaman __
at the Siemens Hall entrance Fri-

_and alcohol.
¢ Two nude men were re—_portedly walking in the Hill
quad Sunday afternoon, but
could not be located.
¢ Loud bongo drums were

his fistand walkingbackandforth

tween

Wednesday, Oct. 4, 1995

| TLC

¢ Wednesday afternoon a
mother said her son, who is

not a student, may have consumed a narcotic contained on
a pizza while in a residence

hall.
;
¢ The theft of a wallet was
reported last Wednesday afternoon, but had been turned

in to UPD the day before, minus $30. A piece of paper with
a drawing and the word
“thanks” was found inside.
e A sick rat near Harry

Griffith Hall was placed in a
box and transported to UPD

for disposal.
e A Crescent City woman’s
vehicle was located in the library parking lot after she requested UPD look forit Thurs-

for 20 minutes. The man said he
was meditating.

Cypress

Hall

and

move further down the trail.

Science D computer lab found

day, a silhouette of a person

on after midnight Sunday. Paper

was seen on the Kate Buchanan
roof. Three bongo drummers

e Sunday afternoon a 911
caller from Cypress Hall asked
foranambulance foran unknown

THE
PLEASURE
CENTER
— Lingerie

D&D

¢ Monday night bongo
drumsand chanting were heard
coming froma trail behind Fern
Hall. Six people were told to

Street and Samoa Boulevard.
¢ Lights and computers in a
wasalso stuffed in the doorjamb.

442-6026

Three subjects were warned.

evening in the area of Crescent

Key...

For an appoiPntment a call

¢ A person was throwing
bottle caps and yelling at a bicyclist Monday afternoon.

Help.” Upon callback a juvenile
female said she did not see anyone in the area.
¢ The UPD assisted APD in
locating a nude man Sunday

the

wating PE

Creekview Monday afternoon.
Two students were stopped
playing upon request.

e Saturday morning a juvenile
called 911 from the Music building saying, “They’re after me.

Matchmakers
is the K
Is
|
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Cheer

involved. People have the idea that

— it’s not,”
Bosworth,
sophomore
alot ofhard
learn about

it’s (cheer leading) isa lot of‘ra ra,’

their school — after all, they’re

cheerleader Coree Ecker, an un-

declared junior said.
“People should really try to get

cheerleader Wendy
political science
said. “It’s asportand
work. People should
us and the rest of

HOMAN

If you can read this, so can
potential customers

¢ Continued from page 4
people are taking us seriously,”

Levis

— Jewelry
— Erotic Toys

¢ Shortly after 1 a.m. Tues-

transported to Mad River Com-

5

graduating from here.”
Students, especially men, are
encouraged by the cheerleaders

Lumberjack ads get attention
826-3259

to try out for the squad. Tryouts
will be Oct. 14 and 15. More information is available at 826-4536.
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‘New vision’

no

¢ Continued from page 3
dealing with.
“We'll have a mixture of everyone on it, but we’ve got to have
people who have knowledge about
the subject,” he said.
He said he hopes the task forces
will be formed by the end of this

plan go back out to the community
in draft form...a year from now,”
Webb said. “It’s alot of work. I just
hope we can keep the energy up.”
Dawn

Albrecht, social science

“We hope to have them actually
begin their work in spring semes-

teacher preparation junior, said she
enjoyed being a participant in the
forum, but thought it would have
been more effective if it had been
better publicized.

ter, have them come up with a

“I’m glad they did it but I don’t

draft report by the end of spring

think all students were aware,” she

semester.

'

semester and then have the whole

said. “I don’t know ifit’s apathy or

students distracted by their classes

_.. there’s so many things that go

on on campus that I hear about
after the fact.”
As far as the outcome of the meet-

ing, Albrecht said she is skeptical

about theadministration’s intentions

matter

how

early you
a project,
seems to
to beating

get started on
it always
come down
the clock.

regarding student input.
“What they say they’re going to

do and what actually happens are

two different things,” she said. “Itall

depends on McCrone... it’s really

what he decides he’s going to do.”

‘Gag rule’

1618 G Street, Arcata w (707) 822-8712

2021 Sth Street, Eureka v (707) 445-3334

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Every Day

¢ Continued From page 3
I want to continue to fund student-aid programs,” he said.

amendment because the elimination of funding for politically active groups on campus would hurt

but schools could not fund the
group’s activities with money from

diversity.

“Students should be able to
mark a box on their admissions

tory fees to pay for college campus groups’ activities play a cru-

groups an opportunity to present

forms stating whether or not they
were willing to pay the fees to
support [the studentgroups],” she

their views in a campus forum,”

said.

“Studentactivity groups are traditionally funded in a content-free
manner, allowing even unpopular

Nevins said the use of manda-

mandatory fees.

said Terry Hartle, vice president

Mark Nevins, communications

cial role in the college experience.
’sin the world
“Ifthere
one place
where there should be free exchange ofideas, where thereshould
, it’s on colbe divofers
opinionsity

of the American Council on Education ina letter to Mark Hatfield,

director for the College Demo-

lege campuses,” he said. “Where

crats of America in Washington,

chairman of the Appropriations
Subcommittee. “[Funding these

D.C., said there are some things

else do you get that diversity of
people, of cultures and of ideas?”
No other senator has carried the
amendment
to the floor of the Senate. Nevins said it was possible the

groups| encourages student involvement and increases participatory education.”

Hyde said groups affected by
the amendment

could

carrying on with

continue

their activities,

people pay for they do not like,
but that is the way government
works.

Republicans were simply floating

“You know, I’d like to mark a
box on my tax return where I can

the idea to see what kind of re-

decide if 1 want to give the Penta-

sponse they would get from their

gon an extra six B-2 bombers or if

constituencies.
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the United Methodist/ Presbyterian

College Fellowship
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black beans

Large pitcher of Boonville
- $5.90
Pitchers of Sierra Nevada
and Red Nectar - $5.50

Happy Hour

3 - 5 p.m.

Boonville - $4.75 / premium - $4.25
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‘We believe you Nicole,’ supporter says
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@ About 50 people lit candles outside the Humboldt County
Courthouse in Eureka Tuesday night in response to the verdict
in the O.J. Simpson trial.
By Vanessa L. Payne
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In response to yesterday’s verdict of not guilty in the O.J.
Simpson trial, the coordinators of
Humboldt Women For Shelter

organized a candlelight vigil in
honor of Nicole Brown Simpson
and battered women everywhere.
About 50 people — mostly
women — gathered in front of the
Humboldt County Courthouse in
Eureka last night to express anger
and disbelief about the “injustice
of the justice system.”

The vigil attendants held candles
and carried signs that said: “10/3
murderer goes free,” “Domestic
violence kills, Nicole’s pain lives,”

and “Nicole we believe you,”
among others.

Standing in a large circle, the
attendants shared their individual

sentiments regarding domestic violence and the day’s events.
Ralph

Cherrier,

from

Pheonix,

Ariz., sets

a candle

on the

ground during the vigil. He said it was a “positive way to vent
his frustration, anger and shock.”

“The

verdict says (Nicole)

wasn’t believed so we wanted at
least to come out here and say ‘We
believe you Nicole,” said Nancy

Mulcahy, crisis services coordinator for HWFS.
Others at the vigil were more
enraged because they said the trial
did more harm than good for
women’s rights and only ended up
dividing the nation further by “pitting two minorities against each
other.”
“It wasn’t just an injustice to
women but it was an injustice to
men and America,” said a Eureka

resident who requested her name
be withheld. “It is a mistake to say
it’s a victory for blacks or a victory

for the defense. In the end, really
nobody has won here.”
Another woman said the verdict
in the Simpson trial is not the issue
at hand. Rather, it is the reality of
domestic violence as a day-to-day
occurrence that needs to be emphasized.
Oceana Madrone, child services
coordinator, said over 720 women

are beaten daily, which means a
woman is beaten nearly every nine
seconds. Madrone also cited statistics that show more women are
killed by husbands, lovers and
boyfriends than by strangers.

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, nearly 50 percent
of female homicide victims are
killed by their male partner and
nearly 4,000 women are killed by

domestic violence annually. This
averages to about 10 murders a
day, Madrone said.
Bonnie MacGregor, director of

HWFS, said the only way there
will be justice in domestic violence cases is to organize a nationwide campaign on the scale of the
civil rights movement.
“It was a movement that
wouldn’ttolerate racism,” she said.

“And for us it feels like there has to
be that same kind of movement in
the public that says we will not
tolerate violence against women.”
Kris Huschle, outreach and al-

cohol services program coordinator for HWFS, said there are things

people can do in their daily lives to
not only bring light to the reality of
domestic violence but to support

battered women in their plight.
Suggestions included getting
involved with the local women’s

See Vigil, page 10

Students gather to protest financial aid cuts

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The battle began last Wednesday when Joseph Roberts, a senior Psychology and German
major and an organizer of the protest, stepped up to the open microphone on the quad and told
students about the protest.

ait

@ Students stage
protest against
proposed financial
aid cuts to only to
be told there
weren't any.

He told the lunchtime crowd

because

of the possible cuts

500,000 college students nationwide would lose Pell grants, student loan repayment costs would
rise 20 to 50 percent and average

university fees nationwide would
increase $3,000-$5,000.

Jason Conger, an adviser to Rep.
Frank Riggs, told a crowd of over
100 HSU students protesting in
front of Riggs’ office in Eureka on

Friday will be no financial aid cuts.
“What you have been told about
financial aid being cut is not true,”
Conger, natural resources adviser
for Riggs, R-Windsor, said. “You

have been deceived. You’re being
manipulated with false information in a battle that has absolutely
nothing to do with federal financial aid for students. This battle is
about politics. ”
When asked who may be affected by the House Republican
financial aid plan, he was blunt.
“There are no cuts. No one will

be affected,” he said.

The two sides disputed almost

every aspect of the Republican
plan as well as the numbers and

percentages surrounding the issue.

Doug Lindsey, public affairs
correspondent for Students Act-

ing For Education, said some of
the numbers quoted by protest

supporters were numbers from
an earlier version of the bill that
cut more than the present bill.
However, he stressed there are

|

eh

oe
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still significant cuts, such as those
for the State Supplemental Incen-

Jason Conger, Rep. Frank Riggs’ adviser, trys to pacify protestors outside Riggs’ office.

tive Grants. These grants match
state money spent on Cal grants

very limited sense. I mean, do

and will be eliminated, he said.

Roberts later changed his estimate of the number of students
losing Pell grants to Lindseys’ figure of 350,000.

When Conger was asked about

you want to argue semantics? |
got sucked into (saying) that and
the truth is there were some
changes in the way funding is
done. But will it affect students in

a substantive way? No, the an-

the plan to charge interest on stu-

swer is no.”

dent loans beginning from gradu-

“Yeah, I think it’s a cut,” said
Noel Paterson, a senior business

ation instead of six months later
when payments are due, which

major, who has taken out student

will raise loan costs, he said, “I

loans. “It’s going to cut our (fam-

don’t see that as a cut.”
Later he said, “It is (a cut) ina

budget it may as well be a fee

ily) budget. Ifit’s going to cut our

increase.”
The Republican plan, passed
by both House and Senate committees last week, trims $9 to $12

billion from student aid programs, Conger said.
He said over 60 percent of the
cut in aid programs comes from
reductions in subsidies paid to
banks for defaulted studentloans.
Congers said the average student
will pay only $5 more a month in
additional interest charges on student loans.

Deputy

Education

Secretary

Madeleine Kunin said last week

the Republican plan will add $700
to the average student’s loan —
$2,500 for graduate students.
Roberts said he hoped for more
than 1,000 students to turn out to
protest.

“It’s regrettable that we didn’t
have more students, but it’s understandable,” he said. “A lot of
people had midterms ... also this

See Protest, page 10
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O.J. Verdict was ‘not unexpected’
@ Jury’s quick
decision shocks
some, comes as no

IDIOTONe

surprise to others.
By Greg Magnus

Oct. 14

_

Not guilty.
This simple, rapid conclusion to the O.J. Simpson
double-murder trial after

Faculty Artist Series
Valgene Phillips, horn
Greg Granoff, piano
Copenhagen Boys Choir

Nov. 4

Faculty Artist Series
Kenneth Ayoob, clarinet

Call Concert Line at 826-5436

Music Dept. Office at 826-3531

them enough to convict him.”
Smith said he believed no good

and vice
ethnic studies department
yresident of Humboldt

would come from the trial’s verdict because a large part of the
population is dissatisfied with the
outcome and — more importantly
— the reasons for the murder still

County’s

he would have voted for acquittal if
on the jury.

@

Oct. 26

the prosecution did not convince

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, said

EDITOR IN CHIEF

© PRESENTS

say he was innocent, T he jury
said

into to the case” lead to surprising
“but not unexpected” results.
Nathan Smith, chair of HSU’s

nine tortuous months oftes-

timony

has sent shock

waves of relief, confusion

and anger across communities nationwide.
“First of all, nothing sur-

prises me anymore,” said

He cited the continuing

Attorney Terry Farmer. “I
believe the amount of evidence was sufficient to convict him but I don’t convict
people, juries do.
“I’ve seen quick verdicts for

for more information

ON LINE

http://137.150.224.80

case,” he said. “The (Los Angeles
Police Department) did. The jury

is unique to each jury and to each

have had to vote for acquittal because of the doubt about the evi-

a different decision,” he

said.
Farmer, the county’s district attorney forthe past 12 years, said he
believes the circus-like atmosphere
and the “racial dynamicintroduced

the Friday shooting of a
teenager in Eureka by Sean

Paul Thissell as indicative

ofa “societal illness that has

HSU ethnic studies department

had no faith in the information the

wanted

South Jetty last year, and

NATHAN SMITH
Chair of

people found guilty and for people
found not guilty. The jury process

case.
“I think you'll find that the
people complaining loudest about
how briefly the jury deliberated

LUMBERJACK

Humboldt County murder
trial of Amber Slaughter, the
15-year-old girl killed onthe

“The jury did not say he was
innocent. The jury said the
prosecution did not convince them
enough to convict him.”

Humboldt County District

or

exist.

“The prosecution didn’t losethe

LAPD provided. Asajuror! would
dence they presented,” he said.

Smith made sure the distinction

between innocence of a crime and

not being found guilty ina trial was
clear.

“I'm just one of those stupid
Americans that believes in adhering to the system we've erected for

Justice,” he said. “The jury did not

nothing to do with O,J. and
those two people.” Smith
said no positive change will
occur until “we look at ourselves.”
Claudia Brinton, counse-

loradvocate for Humboldt Women
For Shelter, said she was surprised

by the verdict.
“Pm still in shock. I thought — if
anything — it would be a hung
Jury,” she said.
Brinton also said the verdict was
a big setback for women nationwide, noting the issue of domestic
violence — now deemed “domes-

tic discord” by the courts — was

entirely underplayed in the
Simpson case.
“It’s just a slap in the face as a
woman,” she said.

MOONSTONE
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TEV >

1563 G Street * Arcata, California * 95521

OPTIMA

¢ Mosquito net moonroof
* 3-ply Gore-Tex fabric
body and fly.
* One size fits users up to 6’ 4”

* Variable thickness layering

* Ground level side seams
* Insulated shoulder yoke

FA
L
ANTAGE J soe

LJN/B. Redstone

* 3-ply Gore-Tex fabric reinforced
shoulders and elbows
* Oversized for winter layering
¢ “Engineered for Extreme
Wet Weather”
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E xTREME

Goop

SENSE™

GREAT DIVIDE
* DryLoft fabric option for
additional protection
* Trapezoidal baffles for
precise down control

* Stuff and storage
sacks included
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Newspapers must swallow
rising cost of printing
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Norway, and that paper isn’t
greatly available at this point,” he

Local publications from the Eureka Times-Standard to The Lumberjack are feeling the effect of the

said.
Brad Erickson, a paper buyer
with Humboldt Printing, said the

rising cost of newsprint, and local

price of newsprint — the paper

price increase. He believes the increased prices are helping to fuel
inflation.
“You can absorb just so much
and then you have to raise the
prices, so it’s affecting everybody’s
businesses. I think it is contribut-

publishers and printers are changing the way they do business because of it.
“The paper companies say
they’ve been losing money the last
five or six years, and the price of
pulp has gone up and the price of

stock newspapers are published

ing toan inflationary
trend because

on — has nearly doubled in less
than two years. He said there has

affecting our business,
because our

from countries like Finland and

By Martin Jensen —

|
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whatever,”
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Cy Kindsfather, 11, trys on a mask
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every few months

— since 1994.

“The last I heard, there is another increase expected around the
first of the year,” Erickson said.

boldt Printing, said. “There are a

He said the price of recycled

million reasons, but all of the pa-

newsprint has tripled.
“J know that one mill in particular that we buy recycled paper from
has had to go to the Midwest and
other parts of the country to try
and get used newsprint or old

lot of pulp was sold overseas, because there was a worldwide need
for pulp. Plus, the economy has
gone up all over the world, so

|

coe

Kane, of Hum-

per companies have raised prices
inacoordinated price raise.
“My personal opinion is that a

|
|

cs ;

Bob

been a series of increases — one

there’s a greater need for paper
throughout the world, and a lot of
companies were importing paper

newspapers and/or
other paper to
create the new recycled
print,” Erickson said.

news-

Kane said a growing demand for
paper world wide has fueled the

so muh is made from paper. It’s
prices have to go up. We did absorb the increases for some time,
and then it was affecting our bot-

tom line, so at some point you
have to pass it along,” he said.
For The Lumberjack, the price
increase will raise publishing costs
$11,000 per year.

Janet McIntosh, advertising and

business manager for The Lumberjack, said the price raise represents a35-percent
increase in publishing costs. She said paper had
accounted for one-third
of the cost
of publishing The Lumberjack.

See Newsprint, page 10

|

Macintosh computers

Power Macintosh’ 6100
DOS Compatible w/CD
16MB RAM/SOOMB hard drive.
Power PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,
15" color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

are now on sale.

LAA

RL

Macintosh Performa 5200 w/CD

We really would not be able to sleep tonight if we did not impart to you this out having to make a single payment for 3 months. Just think, ifyou had
knowledge: Macintosh’ computers are now available for even less than the a computer, youd get your homework done faster. And then youd
have plenty of time left over for your extracurricular
already affordable student prices. What's more, with the Apple’ Computer
Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan’,you can take home a Mac*with- activities. Macintosh. The power to be your best?

8 MB RAM/800 MB hard drive,
Power PC 603 processor, CD-ROM drive,
built-in 15° color monitor, keyboard, mouse
and all the software you're likely to need

Apple «<

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Phone: 826 - 5848

Prices are for HSU students, Staff, and Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required.
may be subject to availability from manufacturer.

Items

The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily.

As a result, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines,
after the merchandise has been purchased. All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require
special ordering.

Therefore, all sales are final; no refunds.

Prices are subject to change at any time.

for 90 days. Interest accruing during this 90-day period will be added
‘Hey, you wouldn't give your money to just anyone. Neither can we. Offers expire October 13, 1995. No payment of principal or interest will be required
loan amount of $2,805.32, which includes a sample purchase price
total
a
on
based
estimate
an
is
above
quoted
payment
monthly
“The
schedule.
repayment
which will be included in the

to the principal and will bear interest
Paper Rate plus a spread of 635%. For
of $2,637 for the Power Macintosh 6100/66 DOS CD system shown above. The total loan amount also includes a 6.0% loan origination fee. Interest is variable based on the Commercial
$49. Monthly payment and APR
be
would
above
described
amount
loan
total
the
for
payment
Monthly
13.99%.
of
(APR)
rate
percentage
annual
example, the month of August 1995 had an interest rate of 12.21% with an
prices, total loan amounts, state and
system
computer
actual
on
depending
vary
may
payments
Monthly
tax.
sales
local
or
state
include
not
does
and
principal
of
deferment
no
assumes
shown
verification documents must be
a change in the monthly variable interest rate. Prequalification expedites the loan process, but does not guarantee final loan approval. Subsequent acceplable
local sales taxes, a
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Mac ts a trademark
received before your loan is approved. ©1995 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights resert ‘ed. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and “The power to be your best”
All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn more (US. only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-

Apple Computer, Inc. CardShop Plus is a registered trademark of Mindscape.
755-0601. Still reading? Maybe you should think about law school.

Color StyleWriter’ 2400
w/CardShop Pius’
Ink cartridge and cable included.
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Boston

$178"
$159*
$178*
$178*
$195*
$235*
$295*
$265*
$382*

New York
Wash. DC

Orlando
London
Paris
Tahiti
Tokyo
Bangkok
Auckland

‘UNDECLARED REP,
‘PROFESSIONAL STUDIES REP.
Callorcomeby toapply-U.C. South Lounge
826-4221
by the Associated

ahead with expansion plans. No

With the price increase, she esti45 percent of The
mated

layoffs are planned, but there are
no additional positions being cre-

Lumberjack’s budget will bespent

on paper.

McIntosh said The Lumberjack

is asking HSU

for a one-time in-

crease of $5,000 in Instructionally

Two A.S Council Representative
Seats are OPEN!

Funded

© Continued from page 9

$439*

$479*

Sydney

“Fares are each way from San Francisco Dasec on 2
roundtrip purchase. Restrictions apply and taxes 2'e WI
included, Cali for other worldwide destinations

Students

Council Travel
530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Ste. 700

Subscribe to The Lumberjack

eke alae reLWe OUe tiie

San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
624)
(1-800-226-8

EURAILPASSES

Just call Janet at our ad department
at 826-3259 ask about out low-low
subscription rates.

AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

Related Activities funding to offset the increased cost this semester.

“Because it happened so quickly

they just, wham, told us, one
— we had to ask for just a one-

day

time increase in our IRA, but then

we will have to raise our advertis-

ing rates,” she said. “All of our
customers will have to share the
cost of this.”

McIntosh said if the request for

a one-time increase in IRA fund-

ing is refused, The Lumberjack

will have to “eat” the cost increase.
Chris Lauer, publisher of Anthem Monthly, said he had to

change the magazine aesthetically
and may change the frequency of

826-3928

4
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y

OPEN ‘TIL 2 A.M.
Thurs e Fri e¢ Saft
quarter pie slice...$2.50 + tx,
whole pie w/1 topping...S9.00 + tx.
(extra toppings....80¢ each)

fresh pesto or tomato sauces available
1034 G. St., Arcata

¢ 822-1927

“The sad thing is we really did
want to get health care for our em-

ployees this year, but it looks like

it’s not going to happen,” she said.
Hodgson said she hadn’t decided how she will deal with increased costs. “We have investigated the size of the magazine, because were an oversized magazine,

going to a smaller format. Right
now that doesn’t look real good
for various of reasons that have to

do with press capacity,” she said.
“We are looking into backing way
off what we do in terms in packaging. We’re kind of high end on the
printing, and another option is to

take the magazine to a paid publication.”

Hodgson said she doesn’t want
to pass costs on to advertisers.

they’ve been very generous,” she

that, so it will still be fairly monthly,

said. “We just can’t pass on this

but I’m going to takea little break,”
he said. “Plus, ?ve moved, so ’'m

kind of increase.”
Hodgson said her costs have in

kind of doing a move

and with

creased at least 30 percent since

I’m kind of seeing

last year. She said the cost ofnewsprint accounted for 45 to 50 per-

increase.

what I have going.

“Tl be using a thinner paper
stock for my next paper, and [’ll be
foregoing the stapling process and
the trimming. I normally have real
sharp edges and a stapled spine,”
he said. “Ill now have no staples
and kind of ragged edges,
uncollated edges, but the content
will stay the same, that’s what’s
important to me.”

cent of her publishing costs.
Lauer said he had mixed emotions regarding the increase from

an environmental point of view.
“I think we should be moving
away from a paper economy, in a

way, because it has been sad to see
the tree supply dwindle, soitseems
natural — but I don’t like it because it raises my prices and I can’t

The Eureka Times-Standard
reported Sunday its newsprint
costs had increased 90 percent
since Jan. 1994. Stephen Sosinski,
publisher of the Eureka TimesStandard, stated newsprint costs

come out every month,” he said.

now account for 20 percent of the

forest management
and I’m agreement
I’m willing to pay it
as just shifting our

cents to produce, of which 27 cents
is recovered from readers. He said
ers
advertis
ers would
and subscrib

have

to cover part of the increased

costs.

2 blocks off the plaza

her plans for growth havealso been
put on hold.

a holiday issue or something like

cost

Sosinski said each issue of the
Eureka Times-Standard cost 62

next to the Arcata Theatre

Journal, said

“This next issue, Ill come out,
and after that I'll probably put out

cent

paper’s total budget.

sandwiches and
pizza by the slice

The North Coast

“Our advertisers have been
wonderful for the last five years
supporting this enterprise. It’s 99
percent advertiser supported, and

publication to combat a 50 per-

prices rising,

Lumberjack Classifieds

ated,” he wrote.

Sosinski said the paper had put

expansion plans on hold.
“We have basically not gone

McIntosh expressed a similar
view.
“I am very sympathetic and
agree with the concept of using

recycled paper. It’s all tied in with

and recycling
with that and
because I see it
priorities and

she said.
has to follow,”
the money
“But, I do hope — and how can

anybody tell — that paper compa-

nies aren’t making a biga profit off
of this by raising a great hue and
cry,” McIntosh added. “I hope
they’re not gouging us and blaming environmentalists.”

l
Vieigil
° Continued from page 7
shelter, speaking up when you see
friends or family in violent situations, attending domestic violence
court cases and pressuring local

representatives to change the laws

about domestic violence.
One woman said the most im-

portant thing people can do is be-

lieve women when they say they
are being abused.

“The other halfof being here is
to let the women

of this commu-

nity know that we know that bat-

tering is going on and that we re

here to help,” said Kate Hart, shelter house manager. “Wedon’t want
to see another tragedy and we need
them to know that we’re here. If
nobody else in the world believes
them, we do.”
For more information about do-

mestic violence, call HWFS at
(707) 444-9255.
The shelter runs a 24-hour crisis line for victims of domestic v10-

lence. Call (707) 443-6042. Collect calls are accepted.

SCIENCE
The Lumberjack
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Eat your vegetables

Careful diet keeps vegan atheletes fit
@ Proper protein intake
important for vegans.
By Mel Hatch
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Being an athlete and not eating meat are not
a contradiction of terms.
Dave Scott, the only man to win Hawaii's
Iron Man Triathalon (2.4-mile swim, 112mile cycleand 26.2 mile run) four times- while

getting enough protein.
Protein requirements are given as percentages of calories derived from protein. The
prescribed amountvaries from 2.5 percent by
the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, 6
percent by the Food and Nutnition Board and
up to 10 to 15 percent by others like HSU
sports nutritionist Kathy Munoz.
In his book, “Diet for a New America,”

John Robbins outlined diets that illustrate any
of these levels are easily reached in a vegan
diet, since foods like wheat have 17 percent of
their calories from protein and some legumes
no one else has won it more than once;
as much as 54 percent.
¢ stunt woman and 145 lb. body builder
He also theorized since the Textbook of
Spice Williams who squats 315 lbs;
Human Physiology and Biochemistry re¢ HSU women’s crew member Neele
ported
human
Bryant;
mother's milk has a
e former HSU
protein calorie consprinterand marathon
tent of 5 percent the
runner James WashHSU
athletes
to
get
the
proper
requirement for an
ington;
adult couldn’t be any
¢former
HSU
nutrition
because
they
have
so
higher — because a
women's crew memhuman “clearly has
ber Elke Shattuck;
little time, so much practice
more protein needs
e Sixto Linares,
at this stage in lifethan
record holder for the
and five hours of classes —
at any other.”
longest single-day
Munoz
said
triathalon;
Robbins has “abso¢ Edwin Moses,
with
a
vegan
diet
because
lutely no authority,”
1984 Olympic Gold
and it’s as easy when
Medalist in the 400
working with a vegmeter hurdles;
etarian athlete who
¢ Paavo Nurmi, the

“It's just hard for any of the

the problem gets really bad

flying Finn who won
nine Olympic Gold
Medals and set 20

those foods aren't always
available and most take a lot
of preparation time.”

KATHY MUNOZ
HSU sports nutritionist

world records in long

distance running;
All these athletes
and more are vegetarians. Bryant, Linares and
Williams are “vegans,” meaning they consume no meat eggs or dairy products.

Sports nutritionists, self-proclaimed health
gurus and doctors all have varying opinions
whether or not an athlete can be vegetarian or

vegan.
A common concern among athletes confronted with the idea of a meatless diet is

Daily food in-take of three vegetarian athletes
James Washington
long-distance runner

Neele Bryant
former HSU crew member

30-minutes of
stretching

6 am

5am

piece of toast

5am

8:15 am bowl of oats
* snack — muffin,

6:30 am 15-mile run

Noon

Lunch
¢ 2 bananas

¢ 1 cup of
rice/noodles

* light salad
¢ fruit juice
* 2 pieces of toast

5:30 am 2 yams

Lunch
* pasta
* salad
¢ snack — muffin,

9:30 am 10 oz shake with
soy milk, water and
soybean protein
powder, 8 oz.
tempeh burger,
steamed cauliflower

6pm

fruit or peanut
butter sandwich

Large dinner
* rice, millet or pilaf
with some legumes
or tofu

6 pm

= 10-mile run

7:30 pm weight training

2cups pineapples,
mango, papaya
chunks

bagel or fruit
8:15 am Go to work
Noon

Spice Wiliams
body builder/stunt woman

9:30 pm Dinner
¢ 2 cups of
rice/beans
e 15-0z. of corn

1:30 pm Lunch
* 1 bag unsalted
rice cakes
8 OZ. carrot, beet,
parsley juice with
garlic and ginger
5:30 pm 2 cups cooked
textured vegtable
protein and beans,
1 raw beet, 2 cups

salad w/ zucchini
and tomato
9pm

SOURCE: James Washington and Vegetarian Times magazine

1 frozen banana
GREG

MAGNUS/EDITOR

IN CHEIF

has a 5,000-calorie-

and these foods contain the most protein
among plant foods.
The athlete can’t eat too much at once and
thus lacks calories. The non-vegetarian consumes easy-to assimilate proteins from meat
and high-calorie
fruits and requires less whole

a-day requirement,

grains and legumes.

“whichis notuncom-

“When a vegetarian comes to me because
he feels that he’s not performing adequately,
its not that hard to work with — especially
when he’s eating dairy and eggs which are

oneis missing from the diet then the body has

great sources of protein. All we have to do is

acids. Allareavailable to the vegan diet, but no
one plant food contains all of them.
For this reason it was thought items like rice

mon for a tall, well-

built triathlete.”
The issue, Munoz

said, isn’t protein but calories.
“The question is, ‘How am I going to get
5,000 calories into this guy?’ For him I’m not
sold on a vegan diet,” Munoz said.

The reason, according to Munoz and Registered Dietician and co-writer of Sports Nutrition for the "90s Jacqueline R. Berning, is

the vegetarian diet is so high in bulky, highfiber, low-calorie foods like beans and pasta —

doubtful when oneis trying to increase strength

and mass.
Another concern for the vegan is amino
acid combining. There
are nine to | | (sources
differ) essential amino acids (“pieces” of
protein which cannot be manufactured by the
body). Humans must consume each and ifjust
no repairing or growing capabilities.

Animal products are said to be “complete
proteins” because they containall theseamino

take the foods he likes and rearrange them a
little and get him to eat constantly. Small
frequent meals are the best.”
Munoz suggests six meals a day for any of
her athletes. This way they can get in all the
needed calories and protein.
Munoz said maintaining physical performance is achievable by the vegan, but it’s

and beans had to be combined in order to
supply adequate protein for the vegan. Most
sources agree with Munoz, saying each of the

essential amino acids need only to be con3

See “Vegans,”
é
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System will allow Internet users to bypass busy signals
$1 an hour and commercial services

needed to get at, you’d be able to do

suchas America Online charge even

from anybody,” Cannon said.
E-mail accounts are not included
in basic service and cost several dol-

it toll free,” he said.
Chester Paul S’groi, religious
studies senior and education chair
of the Humboldt Users Group

Internet interfaces from home.
HSU plans to piggyback onto a

common.
“Wewillneed todoatrafficstudy.
My suspicion is we will still need to
add some modems for people who
don’t want to buy the service,” Cannon said.
Additional modems may be

(H.U.G.),
said, “I wish (full Internet
access) had been provided sooner

contract between Sprint and the

added within six months, he said.

lars more, Cannon said. However,

and not at cost, but ifit works out it

“We have not begun the process
of studying the actual demand out
there or the engineering costs it will
take to put that in.”
Sprint’s service equipment, mo-

subscribers can still use their Axe e-

will be good (because) students will

mail accounts and bypass busy sig-

now be able to get what they need to
do much of their class work from
homeand
havea better connection.”

By Andrew Jones

LUMBERJACK STAFF

O—~C~S

Reliefis coming for students tired
of busy signals and using text-only

CSU system to provide full remote
Internetaccess for students and staff,

said Bill Cannon, director of computing and telecommunications services.
The service supports networking
protocols that allow students to use
like Netscape
graphical applications
Navigator, newsreaders and e-mail

programs.
During peak use time, callers can
expect to get a busy signal only 5
percent of the time, he said.
“That’s a hell of a lot different
from where we’re at now,” Cannon

said. The existing campus network
has 30 modems and busy signals are

more.
“I’ve never seen a price like that

nals by directly connecting to the
Axe via Sprint’s connection.

dems and phone lines will be in-

Cannon said the contract should
be finalized by next week. “We ex-

stalled in Van Matre Hall, where the

pect (Sprint’s) service here before

Axe and Redwood machines are
located, but will remain separate
from the campus network.
“At least half of the CSU institutions have announced that they’re
planning to sign (with Sprint),” Cannon said.
The cost of service is $12.50 fora
total of 165 hours a month. Other
Internet providers onaverage
charge

Christmas,” he said.
Subscribing students who travel
home during school holidays can
call a local number to use their
Internet account, ifa CSU campus
in their area has signed with the

H.U.G. isa campus club devoted
to helping students and faculty with
computer related problems.
Sprint won a competitive bid to
provide the service. ‘The deal costs
HSU nothing,
Cannon said, “in fact
they will be paying commissions
back to CSU and the individual institutions.”

Expected

Sprint deal, Cannon said.

revenue

is unknown,

“Because our machinesare on the
Internet, if you had homework to

but is set ata minimum of 4 percent
of sales.

clean up over the holiday or files you

Students will register and be is-
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sued passwords for their Internet
accounts using a credit card at one
of two kiosks to be placed on cam-

pus. A Sprint kiosk looks like “a
very, very fancy ATM machine,”
Cannon said,
Using the service will not require
students to change their long-distance telephone carrier, he said
The kiosks can tie-in campus in-

formation systems, allowing financialaid reporting, displaying course

listings and a campus map, or even
video conferencing
between kiosks.
These extra features are available
for a fee and haven’t been consid-

ered yet, Cannon said.
Sprint will have a toll-free technical support line, and S’groi said it
will probably reduce H.U.G.’swork
load a little. But “there are some
questions thataremote support desk

cannot help with,” he said. S’groi
See “Sprint,” page 12
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Sprint provides on- line service
© Continued from page 11

Pints & Pasta
Thurs /Fri/Sat

Nites
5:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
Fresh Pasta Daily Featured by
Humboldt Bay Pasta Co. Variety of
Garden Fresh Salads/ Happy Hour Prices
on Sierra Nevada- Starting Oct. 5th

Open Daily Serving
Burgers

French

Wine

Potatoes

° Homefried
Roast

¢ Beer/Imports

¢ Sierra Nevada

on Tap

HOURS
MON - FRI 7:00AM - 2:00PM
SAT-SUN 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
1057 H STREET ¢ ARCATA ¢ 822-4650

Feel compelled to read The Lumberjack at a time when
there is no newspaper rack in sight?

Check us out online

Full and Self-8 CPVICC

http://137.150.224.80

cited familiarity with the campus
network as an example.
proing
a free
H.U.G. was provid
gram on their World Wide Web
page called SLiRP that simulates a
network connection similar to the
connection Sprint will market.
Dave Simpson, director of com-

—_-

Plugging intothe ’Net

||The Sprint Internet service will provide:
|e Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) and Serial Line Interface Protocol
| (SLIP) capabilities
a The ability to use graphical interface programs such as Netscape,
| a WWW navigator
‘

* Maximum modem speeds of 28,800 bps

, S’groiremove
puter operationshad
SLiRP from the club’s information
page three weeks ago.
Simpson cited concerns over

¢ $12.50 monthly fee for 75 hours

memory usage and increased busy

| a.m. Each additonal hour is 50 cents.

signals from students spending more
time on line because of the program.
There is now a review process in
which information H.U.G. places
on their Web page is approved by
C.A.T.S.
“We've got to keep the service to
the entire community efficient, fast

and satisfied... I don’t want to in
any way put(H.U.G. )down— those
guys really do a good job,” he said.
S’groi said he now recognizes
modem usage as a problem, but
wishes C.A.T.S. had limited their
action to only asking that SLIRP be
removed.
“They want input. They never

* Toll-free technical support line
between 6 a.m. and midnight, and
90 hours between midnight and 6

| e Busy signals only 5 percent of the
| time during peak usage time.
Students will pay
with a credit card
on campus. The
password for the

for the Sprint Internet service
at an ATM-type kiosk located
kiosk will issue the student a
account and will charge the

student's credit card monthly.

JACKSON GARLAND/ MANAGING EDITOR

loan from C.A.T.S., and H.U.G.’s

agreement for the space expired last
semester, S’groi said.
“I do not wish to have my integ-

wanted that before,” he said.

rity compromised because I’m wor-

S’groisaid heis looking atmoving
the H.U.G. office from Van Matre
hall to the University Center to be
closer to the students.
The H.U.G. office space is on

ried about (office) space,” he said.
Noonehasimplied H.U.G. would
lose its office, but S’groi said he
doesn’t want it getting into a position where that would happen.

“T don’t want to worry about giving information outto people or say-

ing something wrong. .. [don’twant
to get involved in the political theater any more than I have to,” he
said.
Current information on how to
contact H.U.G. can be obtained on
the Axe system by typing “finger
hug” at the axe> prompt.
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Vegans: performance and diet
© Continued from page 11
sumed at some point in the day.
“It’s just hard for any of the HSU

athletes to,get the proper nutrition
because they have so little time, so
much practice and five hours of
classes — the problem gets really
bad with a vegan diet because those
foods aren't always available and
most take a lot of preparation time.”
Munoz said.
Munoz also said the vegetarian

and vegan also need to pay close
attention to their vitamin and min-

eral intake.
“Tron is available in lots of plant

found vegetarian women hadan “average measurable bone loss” of 18
percent by the age of 65 compared
to 35 percent for meat-eating

women. For men those figures were
3 and 7 percent respectively.
The cause is uric acid, formed

when meats are digested. Calcium
must then be drawn from the blood
in order to restore its pH balance
and make the blood less acidic.
Sunday morning, Arcata marathonrunnerJames Washington went
for an hour-and-a-half run in the
forest.
Later that morning Washington

went on to take second place overall

said, adding that B vitamins, espe-

in the 6.2-mile Farewell to Arms
Race.
Asasprinter in high school, at the

cially B-12 found only in meats, eggs

age of 14, Washington decided to

and fermented foods, are hard to

experiment with his body and tried
vegetarianism.
“I noticed a change,” Washington said. “I didn’t feel sluggish anymore, my energy was a lot higher.”
Washington keptajournal of what
he ate and how he felt as he experimented
with different foods and food

sources butits notas (easily absorbed
by) the body asitis in meat,” Munoz

comeby forthe vegetarianand
vegan.

“When I get an athlete who's vegetarian we can usually deal with his
diet no problem, but when say a girl
refuses to eat dairy I get concerned but we just have to talk about other
sources.”
The calcium issue is as disputed
as daily protein requirements are.
Robbins cited five different studies which actually blame high meat
diets for osteoperosis and other cal-

combinations and he did a lot of

reading.
“I tried the vegan diet back then
too, but [lost 15 poundsin six weeks,

The Journal of Clinical Nutrition

so I quit that,” Washington said.
“] think I’m just as strong, can
jump just as high, run just as far as

cited a 1983 Michigan State study

someone who eats meat,” said Wash-

cium deficiencies.

ington, who runsa marathon in two-

and-a-half-hours flat.
Washington said he’s a creator in

the kitchen and eats just about anything, including spaghetti, bean and
cheese burritos, corn bread, lots of

greens and tofu atleast twice a week.
On Oct.15 he’ll run the Humboldt Redwoods Marathon.
Bryant became vegan at the age of
16 when she began to feel it was
wrong to kill animals and eat eggs or
cheese because of the way the ani-

“Children by Choice"
Six Rivers

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
Birth Control Services/Supplies
Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30
A Trusted Place for Your Questions
2316 Harrison Ave.
Eureka, Calif. 95501

Clinic Services:
Administration:

Open Monday-Friday

Education:

442-5709
442-2961

445-2018

mals are treated
“Then I started doing some reading and found that it was also nutrtionally better than eating meat,”
Bryant said.
“During my first year (on crew) I
had someproblems, I feltlike I didn't
have enough energy for the workouts ... but (my coach and I) we
worked it out. I just wasn’t getting
enough calories.”
Her coach, Robin Meiggs, is a
vegetarian and former HSU crew
member.
Bryant said she doesn’t think too
hard about protein combining or
nutrients like iron and calcium. She
eats legumes frequently and never
any protein or nutritional supplements except for a B-12 once or
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Home on the musical range

Norton Buffalo roams across genres, tours
has to be louder in class. The harmonica

Saturday 8 p.m.
Club West in Eureka

By Leesa Coble
LUMBERJACK STAFF

After roaming around with various artists, Norton Buffalo brings his stampede to
Humboldt County.
Buffalo has played on more than 85 albums with diverse artists ranging from
Bonnie Raitt, Johnny Cash and the Doobie
Brothers. He offers the versatility of being a
singer, songwriter and virtuoso harmonica

player — in dire times of need you can even
throw him on the keyboards or drums.
But now he is ready to settle down to his
own projects.
“I'd rather be hanging out at home just
doing my record. (I’m) trying to get the
focus back on Norton Buffalo,” he said ina

phone interview from his Thousand Oaks
hotel room. “My goal is to get much more of
the music out. I see a light at the end of the
tunnel.”
In the next couple of months — in be-

tween touring with the Steve Miller Band
and his own band the Knockouts — Buffalo
plans to work.on his solo album, a showcase of his blues harmonica talent.
He has never been the kind of person to
stick to just one genre. His repertoire spans
from New Age to jazz, country, folk, rock

and blues enabling him to play with a multitude of artists.
And that just begins to touch the

drew attention ... (and) helped me becomea
flamboyant kid. And then I grew up and the
personae stayed with me.”
He was seven when he discovered he had
an affinity for the harmonica. The first one
he put his lips to belonged to his father and
he won his first talent contest in sixth grade.
From there it was in and out of the high
school band scene where he fought the temptation to quit school to go on the road. His
intuition served him well.
When the soul band he played trombone
for in tenth grade quit school, he quit the
band and stayed in school. Later that year,
he said, they all came back or went to con-

tinuation school.
But after his third year in college at San
Francisco State, the temptation was too great

and he abandoned his psychology major to
climb the musical ladder — and he has no
regrets.
“I’m really into music and I’m really into
people and I realized this gift I have is worth
sharing. I can give better therapy to people
through music than behind a desk,” he said.

Performing is therapeutic for Buffalo as
well.
“It’s a great circle of energy. I go up and I
really put it out from the bottom of my toes,”

he said. “I give it out to the audience and
they give it back. It creates a great circle.
“The bottom line is when I hit the stage
and play music, nothing else on earth can
compare to that feeling.”
Drawing froma myriad ofartists throughout the years, Buffalo said he can’t confine
naming his influences to such alimited space,
but he did share his experience with Mickey
Hart, drummer for the Grateful Dead.

“T learned a lot. I went to school absorbing his adventurism in recording,” he said.

According to Buffalo, Hart took chances

depths of the music he plays with
the Knockouts, which he said “is

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY
DAWN LETAK

based in the blues, then ventures off

into Latin, Cajun and reggae
rhythms.”
“We also get up and get real
stinky. As muchas I love the blues,
it’s not all of what I am,” he said

referring to the classifications that
musicians often get put in.
Playing with the Knockouts
(which includes David Brown on
bass, Johnny Vernazza on guitar
and Tyler Eng on drums) allows
him to explore those other realms
of music outside of the more rigid

i
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artists’ bands.
Buffalo describes himself, witha

the Knockouts, to Club West

Saturday at 8 p.m.
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Buffalo brings a bag of harp
tricks and his blues-based act,
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to being a small child.
“I was the shortest kid in my
school,” he said. “The little guy
genius
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“a knucklehead that puts out” and
attributes his outgoing personality
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blend of sarcasm and sincerity, as

Harmonica
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constructs of playing with other
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to make things sound great and feel great.
In the early °80s he had a short-lived band
with Hart, keyboardist Merl Saunders anda
few other musicians. Because of scheduling
conflicts, it didn’t work out, he said.

Buffalo has ventured into acting, score
writing for movies and television and Saturday morning cartoons (He sang the theme
song for “Garfield and Friends.”). This
coupled with a rigorous touring schedule
has helped him find his ground.
“Hollywood was cool. But after living in
the country, that’s an adaptation I wasn’t

really willing to accept for any great length of
time,” he said. “I’ve looked all around the
country and when I come home it feels really
good.”

Home to Buffalo is Sonoma County where

he found a peaceful retreat from his native
town of Richmond, Calif. Yet being on the
road so often leaves little time for his two
sons,

“As crazy as this life is we’ve made it work.
They’re rock ’n’ roll kids,” he said.
He takes them on his summer tours with

the Steve Miller Band and they are following in his footsteps.
His 12-year-old son plays
bass and drums,
his 10-year-old son plays keyboards and

drums and they both play a guitar which
Miller gave them.

Coming
off ofa tour with Kenny Loggins,
Buffalo wants to get back to his album and
the Knockouts.

“Never have I had a group of men (the
Knockouts) that got along and played together so well, and
audience,” he said.

that translates

to the

Buffalo brings the Knockouts to Club West
Saturday. Dr. Ross and the Soul Twisters
will open the show with a funky blend of
soul, funk and blues.
Tickets are $12 inadvance and $14 atthe
door which will open at 8 p.m.
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Trio ‘hangs loose’ with classics

SKINSIGNEA
TATTOOS BY SHAWN,
WELLSCO BODY PIERCINGS BY
STEVE,
TATTOO BY CHRIS

the New England Music Conservatory.

Proudly present Eureka’s

~ Fulkerson Recital Hall

first original tattoo and piercing studio
By Greg Magnus ©

e Single use needles
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the late 1980s that intrigues Hampton with its construction.
“It’s a piece of work with an
interesting idea of taking a unit of
time and its tempo and transposing it over the piece’s five different

musician, because it lets

me hang loose for a
bit.”
BONNIE HAMPTON

sections,” she said.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Best Tattoos and
Body-piercings on the North Coast

3610

“You'll be hearing me
playing licks like a jazz
bass player on my cello.
It’s fun, as a classical

Mamlok’s piece, entitled “Panta
Rhei” — which means “time in
flux” — is a short piece written in

The other American piece has
some jazz elements to it, Hampton
said.
“You'll be hearing me playing
licks like a jazz bass player on my

Francesco Trio cellist

cello. It’s fun, as a classical musi-

nist Nathan Schwartz, the trio went

cian, because it lets me hang loose

as festivals in Colorado and New

through a line-up change in 1987

for a bit,” she said.

when violinist Miwako Watanabe

joined.
Just as when they performed at
HSU two years ago, the trio will
mix modern and older classical
music pieces during the performance.
“We'll be playinga lively trio by

Hampton was a regular performer in the Casals and at the
Marlboro festivals. She also frequently performs at Ravinia,
Tanglewood and the Mostly
Mozart Festival in New York City.
She has also performed with the
Juilliard, Guarneri, Budapest and

England.
He has also been guest pianist
with the Sequoia Composers and
the New World Quartets.

Haydn and a Shubert B

flat trio,”

Cleveland String Quartets. Hamp-

said Bonnie Hampton in a phone
interview from her home in Berkeley. “That'll be the beginning and
the end. The middle two pieces
are by Americans.”
Sandwiched between the Europeans are American composers
Ursula Mamlok and Guntur

ton has taught at Mills College,
Grinnell College, Stanford University and at the Ravinia Young ArtAccompanying Hampton on
and off the stage is her husband
Nathan Schwartz.
He participates in summer festi-

and seniors are $10, $15 for gen-

Shuller, former music director of

vals in Santa Fe and Seattle, as well

eral admission.

Violinist Watanabe has won numerous national music awards in

Japan and isa graduate ofthe Toho
Conservatory of Music in Tokyo
and the Curtis Institute of Music.
She was a member of the

Naumburg Award-winning Sequoia String Quartet for 14 years
and isa

featured artist at the Music

for Mischa series in Los Angeles.
The performance will be held
on Friday at 8 p.m. in the Fulkerson

ists Institute.

Recital Hall. Tickets for students
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EVENT!

Thursday, October 19 / Kate Buchanan Room, 8:30pm
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Master Musicians
AIIM ACRE
“8121

Monday, October 30 / Van Duzer Theatre, Ss)

Arcata 826-7007
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Senior
Portraits
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‘Ten Moons’ sheds light on myth,

Humboldt County background
By Jennifer Moline

ee

PRODUCTION MANAGER

y// go

A local history lesson interwoven with Native American myth is
the latest family tale to be presented

“*
BB, a

ie

‘DAN the FLOWER MAN
HE

a6

“Journey of the Ten Moons”
debuts Saturday at Arcata High
School at 2 and 7:30 p.m. before
the company takes the production
ona tour of the West Coast.
The six-member cast of “Journey of the Ten Moons” will perform the “discovery” of Humboldt

Fresh flowers available Monday-Friday
until 6:00. Tulips, Freesia, Lillies, and

>

a
ante

Iris are in season now. Can special

Rico's Tacos

Bike Repair

order within two days.

onat

—

——-*—1-

Considering the paper is due tomorrow,
aren't you glad we're open till midnight?

4c

Bay by such familiar namesas L.K.
Wood, Josiah Gregg and David A.

Buck. The men only had provisions for eight days and the expe-

Late Night Copies

PICTURE COURTESY oF CEL ARTE PLAYERS COMPANY

dition took 46 days.

Coyote, played by Rudi Galindo, battles the Tornado Moon in
the Dell’ Arte production, “Journey of the Ten Moons.”

The play juxtaposes this tale
with that of Native American

mythical trickster Coyote.
“The story is based partially on
the diaries of L.K. Wood who is
hallucinating from hunger,” said

the third adaptation of a play in
which Galindo has played Coyote.

Another theme is pride of dis-

covery.

“One of my totems is Coyote,”

“How do you discover what is

he said. “In many ways I am part
Coyote. Coyote is someone I am

already there?” Fields said.

Fields, director of the

“Tt is a reminder for people to

play. In the play, Wood encoun-

listen to common sense,” Galindo

familiar with.”

ters Coyote while hallucinating.
The story carries acentral theme
of balance, as Coyote kills five of

said, “and not be blinded by pride

Arcata High School is being used
because the Dell’ Arte Theater is
being renovated. It is expected to
open by Jan.1.
“We're three-fourths of the way

Michael

2

Dan the Flower Man

9 BACK!

- Call Dan Levinson at 822-9451

by the Dell’ Arte Players.

17
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and arrogance .... It was a discovery by stupid white men.”

The play will be performed in

the 10 moons of winter which creates the seasons.

trademark Dell’ Arte style with
masks, puppets and physical comedy.

Rudi Galindo, who plays Coyote, said this theme also includes

towards the goal,” Fields said.

10% Student Discount with Student I.D.
Not valid with other offers, postage & shipping services.

Open 7 Days

kinko’s
=

"

the copy center

16th & G St. ARCATA 822-8712

WM RENAISSANCE

“The community has been very
supportive.”

“Journey of the Ten Moons” is

keeping yourselfin balance.

,

Self-serve copiers. 7pm to Midnight,
Sunday through Thursday.

COMPUTING

101 South H St. Arcata
yy eh
WE HAVE 4 FAST COMPUTERS
FOR WORK OR PLAY

Tonighl!!
Wednesday

Thursday Night
1/2 Liter Night!
Alabama Slammers

10/4

Live Music

Long Island Iced Teas
$3.50 each

Beer and Drink Specials

Also Featuring...

Frosted Cockfails!

Free Popcorn

Margaritas

es

WITH THIS AD ONLY

Feel compelled to read The Lumberjack at a time when
there is no newspaper rack in sight?

Saturdays

Late Night

Pinball

Happy- Hour

Great Jukebox

9 p.m. - midnight

Margarita

2 Se or

I

Turkey Tacos

Not Good on Promotions or Specials

LA

Machine

1811

Al

No One Under 21!
865 9th Street

10/18/95

Check us out online
http://137.150.224.80

Fridays

$2.75

OFFER Goop THROUGH

Purple Hooters

& Dancing - No Cover!

Daquiris
Pina Coladas

OFF NETWORK GAMING*
REGULAR PRICE=5.00 PER HOUR
*DOES NOT APPLY TO GAME CLUB.

godseoscoucoulseTw

thar

aC

HOUR FREE RENTAL
REGULAR PRICE=5.00 PER HOUR

Please Don’t Drink & Drive!!!
Arcata
OVP O

v/a

GSt.,

Located at the west

Arcata
entrance

of the HSU foot bridge

LIMIT 2. Good until 10/18/95. Limit 2 orders per coupon
Not good with any other coupons or specials
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The album is completed with
live songs recorded in Europe last
winter including one of the group’s

|
|
|

Grand Royal

For those people who just
can’t get enough of the B-Boys,
this 10-song CD should help
satisfy the craving until the next
new album.
The CD opens with three versions of “Root Down” which appeared on the band’s last album,
“Ill Communication.” One is the
LP version but the other two are
tight remixes utilizing more
samples and less lyrics.

Zealand’s

breakthrough hits, “Time to Get

Ill.” The masters of hip-hop-punk
fusion get busy with the “Shaft”-

band’s second album, “Killjoy,” is
like taking a trip down contempo-

esque “Sabrosa” and the very

rary music’s darkest avenues into
what can only be described as the

Shihad
Noise

On his latest CD, “Circus,”

Kravitz sticks to what he knows
and does best— pulling his music straight from the soul.

it would be an excellent opportu-

nity for concert-goers to use the
restroom or havea

cigarette before

Much of his ability lies in his
creation of rockin’ rhythms and
unadulterated funk. Flagwavers

the real act takes the stage.
— John Conzemius

include theanti-industry anthem
“Rock and Roll Is Dead.” On

putrid abyss known as “college
music.”
With the exception of a few
stand-out cuts like “You Again”

with its haunting lyrics, “Sometimes I wonder, what’s fucked in

my heart/ Won’t let your fingers
tear us apart,” and the hard-driv-

“Kalljoy”

of funk and rock.

American tour later this year. If
Shihad makes good on this threat,

latest

“Circus,” Kravitz alternated 12

guitars to get the perfect sound.
As always, Kravitz throws in
some ballads. This time around

|

one is the strongest song on the
CD. “Can’t Get You Off of My
Mind” is four minutes that will

ing guitars on “Bitter,” the band’s

Ever since metal has been
stripped of its quasi-Satanic roots
and transplanted into a more radio-friendly “alternative” style, it
was inevitable mediocrity would
win out. Still, some bands, such as

Stone Temple Pilots and Alice In
Chains were able to make the transition and make quality music.

CD makes little effort to use any
musical innovation. It seems content on merely making a sub-standard imitation of its favorite musical groups. The remaining tracks
exist as meaningless filler that are
likely never to emanate from your
speakers.
There is even talk of Shihad being the opening act on a North

Sees

make you yearn for a loved one
for the rest of the day.

“God Is Love” is an ethereal
tale of spirituality that utilizes
multi-tracked vocals and explains

Lenny Kravitz
“Circus”

Virgin

Kravitz’s heightened spirituality.
The “Circus” has come to
town and Kravitz is the ringleader.

Lenny Kravitz can pull off just
about anything in the music world
— tight silver bell-bottoms, tattoos,
a pierced nipple anda dazzling
mix

— Carrie Bell
—

Humboldt

Surf

OR isle .Vs.\
753 8TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
82601959

FEATURED IN GOURMET MAGAZINE

DUNAN

VILLAGE

18 years in Humboldt County @ Award Winning Chef

SZECRUAN/
MANDARIN CUISINE
The finest in cold water surf equipment

* Surfboards -

~Albyou an eat lunch buffet

from Taylor, Arrow, Xanadu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

* Wet

Suits -

from Hotline, O'Neill, Rip Curl, Xcel, Quicksilver and Billabong!

* Skateboards from Think, Consolidated, New School, Adrenalin, Black Label and More!

- Snowboards from Joyride, Ride, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Yellow Bus and More!

pA Cut ALL
CORNER of H & 18TH
796 18TH STREET
ARCATA, CA
SWAP Bt or

James

‘Clothes -

From Rip Curl, O'Neill, Billabong, Bear, Scorpion Bay, Roxy, Volcom and More!

Plus shoes, used gear, repairs & advice
932 Ninth St., Arcata
across from the Co-op

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

MON-FRI 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

MON-THUR 11:30am - 9:30 pm

O

FRI 11:30 am - 10 pmSAT/ SUN 2 pm- 9:30 pm |

Arcata
752 18th St. between G & H

§220277

HUMBOLDT COUNTY'S FIRST & ORIGINAL HUNAN

Foye, D.M.D

The Family Dental Practice

Cleanings,
Examinations and
Preventative Care

Z

Students
Welcome!

Member of the ADA, CDA and
The Academy of General Dentistry

Lumberjack Classifieds

826-3928

BS

442°1763
618 Harris Street, Eurcka

R
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“Root Down”

Shihad, New

“

e

|

|

Beastie Boys

Rants & Raves
entry into the genre, is definitely
not one of them. Listening to the

danceable “Flute Loop.”
This CD’s version of “The Maestro” is extremely low-fiand is very
talkative. The band hasalso slowed
“Heart Attack Man” down a little
too much.
— Carrie Bell

|
|

eee
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Stunner

@ Barker kicks winner;

McGee, Shipe set team
records in thrilling win.
By Brian Wingfield

LUMBERJACK STAFF

=

Saint Mary’s football team seemed in con-

trol and headed for a lopsided victory. Then
suddenly, the Gaels were swept up into the
dramatic fourth quarter HSU comeback
clinched by an unlikely hero.
The Jacks entered the fourth quarter trailing 37-14, butscored 24 unanswered points
en route to the upset win over Division 1AA Saint Mary’s in a game which also saw
running back Percy McGee break the
school’s career rushing mark, previously
set by John Burman.
“There was a certain chemistry with our
players in the game that they just didn’t
quit,” offensive coordinator Scott Ricardo

said,
Chris Shipe completed 35 of 44 passes
for 445 yards, a school record, and two
touchdowns. The only black mark on his
day was an interception, his second of the
season in 111 pass attempts.
The 35 completions in one game put
Shipe in second place all-time for a single
game. Earlier in the year against UC Davis,

his first start at HSU
three touchdowns —
fourth place in single
Shipe was named

— Shipe threw for
which tied him for
game performances.
Northern California

Athletic Conference Co-Offensive

Player

of the Week.
Saeed Galloway led a strong second half
defensive performance by making 17 tackles, one sack and a pass breakup. He was
named NCAC Co-Defensive Player of the
Week.
HSU trailed 37-35 with 2:22 left on the
clock after a KeAlii Clifford touchdown.

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF

PHOTOGRAPHER

Running back coach Brad Warzey (right) and offensive coordinator Scott Ricardo react after beating Saint Mary’s.

e:.9

4

The *Jacks defense rose to the occasion

against Saint Mary’s.

and stuffed Saint Mary’s on third and one,

“He was close to not being the starter,’

and again on fourth and one, allowing HSU

Ricardo said of Barker.
“T just felt like I had to win my position

to take over possession on downs. With
1:17 remaining in the game, HSU began
one last push for victory.
Dan Barker stepped onto the field with
four seconds remaining to attempt a 36-

yard field goal. The *Jacks used three different place kickers in
Velasco and Angelo
the other two), and
during last week to

their last game (Alfonso
Cassa, the punter, were
there was competition
decide who would start

9

back,” Barker said. “It kind of helped me. I
worked extra hard in practice.”
Heading into the game, Barker was two
for four on field goals and missed two extra
points in 11 attempts. His longest kick had
beenjyu 32 yards.
“TI was a little nervous,” Barker said of

his game winning kick, “but I wanted it
pretty bad. I missed one just like it last
season.”

Last season, Barker missed a 26-yard
field goal with 1:48 left in the game with
HSU trailing Chico state, 15-13.
“T wasn’t positive,” Barker said on his

feelings after he kicked the ball, “but I knew
it was going straight.”
Ricardo said he is very happy about the
win, but is also proud Barker was able to
come back and make the pressure.
“It’s a great feelingfor Dan Barker to be in
that position and to remember it for the rest
of his life,” Ricardo said. “It’s something he
can tell his grandchildren about.”
The second half-performance of the

defense —along with the passing
of Shipe—was
one of the biggest reasons why Barker was
put into the position to make the kick.
A kick return for a touchdown,

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Rico Guilbert (57) reacts to Dan Barker's game-winning field goal.
feos

which

defensive coordinator Steve Carson was
quick to point out wasn’t the defense’s
fault, and two field goals were all Saint
Mary’s could muster after putting up 24
points in the first half.
A halftime talk to the defensive seniors
appeared to play a key role in the turnaround,
“I got the seniors over by the side and
talked to them,” Carson said. “Sometimes

‘JUDE TEMPLE/LUMBERJACK STAFF

Dan Barker made a 36-yard field goal
propelling the ‘Jacks to victory.
you just have to appeal to their pride.”
The ‘Jacks defense had given up almost
400 yards in total offense per game before

playing Saint Mary’s.

oped

a tendency

But it also devel-

to come

plays when it counted.
In a 31-31 tie with

UC

up with big
Davis,

then

ranked sixth in the nation in Division I],

HSU picked off four passes, all near the
goal line. Three were inside the five, and
one was at the 12.

“We try not to break,” Carson said. “We

See Comeback , page 22
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Richard Latham
and Jeff Viera
LUMBERJACK

Raddish said she wants to see
improvement in the team’s serv-

STAFF

ing consistency against Chico.

Sitting atop the Northern California Athletic Conference, the

HSU women’s volleyball team may

day in the team’s first conference

to UC Davis, the HSU men’s soccer team hopes for redemption
Thursday against Sonoma State.

home game.
The team ended last week’s road

terinour conference, but the Davis

extend its unbeaten conference
record against Chico State Satur-

BEERS.

trip victorious, defeating CSU
Hayward (11-15, 15-11, 15-9, 159) and CSU Stanislaus (15-6, 15-

game was a huge disappoint-

Saturday’s 7 p.m. match against

the first 70 minutes and domi-

5, 15-13).

DROP-IN
ai=0in1 VEO)
HOURS

Chico should be a good test for the

‘Jacks and prepare the team for its
Oct. 13 showdown against UC
Davis. Davis is also undefeated in

BADMINTON:

Sunday sl-3pm

East Gym

BASKETBALL:

Thursdays7-9pm
East Gym
Sundays 11-1:45pm West Gym

conference play.
“Chico plays very up and down
and hasn’t really put it together as
a team yet,” Head Coach Tina

Raddish said. “They lost their top

ment,” Head Coach Alan Exely
said.

The Jacks outplayed Davis for

nated most of the game.
“As a young team we tried to
force things and we panicked,”
Exely said. “Towards the end of

the game we started relying on
Armando (Avila) too much and
played right into Davis’s counterattacking strength.”
Exely said beating Sonoma

The

second half goals enroute to a 6-0

victory over the Lady ’Jacks.
“We came in confident that we
could play with them,” Head
Coach Kim Benson said. “For the

first 30 minutes we played right
with them.”
HSU will host San Francisco

State at 11 a.m. Saturday.

DENTISTRY

Thursdays 7-9pm
East Gym
Sundays 2-4:45pm
West Gym
(Thursday night Volleyball and
Basketball alternate weeks)

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

KAYAKING:

Wednesdays 7:30-9pm_

OPEN POOL:

Mon/Wed/Fri

7-8am/12-1/4-5

HENDERSON CENTER

Tues/Thurs

7-8am/4-5

“The Bicycle People” BICYCLES

Sat/Sun

12-4pm

Pool

cannondale

TOURNAMENTS

ee

|

Come join the fun and the competition while
enjoying the beautiful forest surroundings.

products using pure essential
oils including Bath Salts, Bath

Beads, Bath Oils, Face & Body << é
Mists, and Body Moisturizing ;

et
i
i
i

A spa line of natural body care

i

AROMATHERAPY BODY CARE

Don’t forget $2 Tuesdays.

i,

SSS

December 9

ESSENTIEL
ELEMENTS

Movies change on Fridays.

i

Open Sun-Fri Closed Sat

Minds”

i

443-9861

“Dangerous

i

—

F St., Eureka

i

Tournament

Adventure”

i

a
>
>

i

>

more information.

a

Sign up at the Intramural office—Forbes
Complex, rm. 151 or call 826-6011 for

i

a

restling

“Amazing Panda

i

2811

Deadline for entry is October19

November 12

with

and

Divisions for Male, Female and Coed team
$25 for a student team

urkey Trot —

7 with “Clockers "

w “The Tie That Binds”

Roller Hockey Tournament - October 21, 22

November 11

”

FF
&

“Mortal Kombat”

for some excitement.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

Babe”

$3 general
$1.50 child)

“Waterworld” wit"

Break out your pads and helmets and get ready

Super leam Tournament, November 4,5
$20 forfeit fee
Don’t hesitate, first eight teams to sign up
are in!

442-3170
Free refill w/ large drink.

“

In Arcata Community Forest
Divisions for females and males
Prizes awarded to all winning riders
$15 for students
Deadline for entry is October 5.

Its a weekend of fun and lots of free food and
the bragging rights of being the super team.

| STATE THEATRES

“Under Siege

Mountain Bike Race - October 7

—

HSU women’s soccer team

got its first lesson of what happens
when a first-year program goes
against a national powerhouse.
Sonoma State, the top-ranked
team in the West, erupted for five

VOLLEYBALL:

Ping-Pong Tournament

~

Women’s soccer

i

OF

“Right now we’re playing bet-

i

KING

Men’s soccer
Still reeling from last week’s loss

State would help his team forget
about the loss to Davis.
“We are always ready to play
Sonomaand hopefully the home
field advantage will help us,” Exely
said. “We have a nice field and it
fits our style well.”
The match starts at 4 p.m. at the
HSU soccer field.

i

Wednesday, Oct. 4,

i
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BODY PIERCING
by John Lopez

(707) 444-3497

By Matt Krupnick
LUMBERJACK STAFF

(LeGary Photo)

The men’s and women’s cross
country teams performed well in

Navels_

\

Eyebrows

Nostrils

the presence of many of the topranked teams in the nation Saturday at the Stanford Invitational.
Both teams finished 14th in the
final standings. The women competed against 21 schools and were
the highest-placing Division II

, i st Piercing:

$25

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

excluding jewelry,

eS

d: $20%'

team. The men competed against

Specializing in:

24 schoolsand finished behind two
Division II teams, UC

and UC Davis.
Senior Sara

Flores

FICTION ¢ POETRY
POLITICS

Riverside

led the

OVER 300 PERIODICALS

women with her 1 2th-place finish.

Student Discount

Flores finished with a time of 17

“Compared to Division I we did
really well,” said Flores, who won

See Flores, page 22

Open 7 Days A Week

No longer at the

minutes, 48 seconds for the 3.1mile course.

MATT KRUPNICK/LUMERJACK STAFF

Sara Flores finished 12th at the prestigious Stanford Invite.

Pleasure Center

957

HOUSE CALLS ONLY

H St.

@ Arcata

822-2834

Flores was named the NCAC Athlete of the Week for the third

time this year.

Mad

River

SY?

Chiropractic
Louis

Mihalka,

D.C.

Licensed

Chiropractic

Sports

Ph ysician

Treating:
*sports injuries
eneck & back pain
estress alleviation
*headaches

770

e

11th

Street ¢ Arcata

¢ 822-7044

a

Sidelines Sports Bar

4

the plaza,
Arcata

Happy-Hour
M-Th 5-8p.m.

Friday 4-8p.m.
glass

Bud & Henry’s
Anchor Steam

Mountain

ioe
$1.25

)6=—6d HA.
= $2.25

pitcher

s«SS.5O
= $5.50

THURSDAY NIGHT
SPECIALS

Bikes

From $259.°°!

pint

glass _— pint

pitcher

Miller High Life

75¢

$1.50

$3.25

Beck's Oktoberfest

$1.25

$2.50

$5.25

PIED a (see
SPECIALS
Margaritas & Daiquiris $2.50
LE
LI

F E

CYC

1593 G ST.

Well Drinks

THE COMPLETE
BICYCLE OUTFITTER

ARCATA

glass

- 822-7755
\Ses

$1.75
pint

pitcher

Anchor Steam

$1.25

$2.25

$5.50

Bud & Henry’s

75¢

$1.75

$3.50

sii
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Continued from page 21

WANT TO BE A PILOT?

her third NCAC

Safe, personal and relaxed
flight instruction at

¢ Oriental Foods
¢ Ginseng Products
¢ Batik Clothing & Products
¢ Jewelry
¢ Cards & Stationery
¢ Gifts for the Home
¢ Chinese Books &
Painting Supplies
219 2nd St.

* Old Town

(707) 444-2774

» OPEN

Flores: top Division | I finisher
Athlete of the

Week award. “I just kind of wish
our

team

had

been

closer to-

he said.

gether.”

affordable rates.
Call Redwoods Flying Club

Stanford University won the
team title as freshman Mary Cobb

at Murray Field, Eureka,

took first place with a mark of

today for an
introductory lesson.

17:10.

Senior Jason Dressler was the

Days 445-2601

first finisher for the men in 59th

Evenings 822-5597

place, but the next three HSU run-

« Eureka
7 DAYS

ners finished within 11 seconds of
him. Dressler ran a time of 26:12
on the five-mile course.

bert finished al-

nationals.

“Jason went outand madeapsychological ambush on that second

est teammate.

“We ll be used

SARA

a minute

behind his clos-

to getting out ag-

FLORES

gressively by con-

HSU cross country runner

ference,”

Flores

said. “Stanford is
tougher than nationals.”
“If we can’t lose early, we’ll

whole competed the best that we

we can be within 45 seconds of

could,” Dressler said. “At the same

each other.”
The Stanford men madeitaclean

said. “Everyone would benefit
from not having a top-of-the-line

ter with Davis and Riverside when
our workouts allow us to be fresh.”
Senior Rio Anderson, who fin-

five gap. If we can close that gap,

sweep at their own invitational,
narrowly beating Northern Arizona University.

never learn to race,” Anderson

race.”
“This race helps them mentally down the road,” Parmer said.
“This is our year.”

Comeback: Sonoma State next

AN

EVERY WEDNESDAY: SUNDAY.
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO.

Dressler
said.
“You have to
maintain a higher
intensity throughout the race.”

“I thought
we did really well,” Gilbert said,
“but we have to close that four to

time, we'll be able to compete bet-

d

most

to faster paces,”

by conference. Stanford

within 11 seconds of each

|
. tougher than

said.
;
“T thought that our team as a

aC

“We'll be
:
;
getting out aggressively

Although the
top fourrunners
fonthemenwere

other, fifth runner Dave Gil-

hill,” assistant coach Chris Parmer

PE

Team members said Saturday’s
race wasa learning experience that
will prepare them for upcoming
races.
“T think it will
allow me and the
team to get use
used to

ished third on the team, agreed
that tough workouts took their toll.
“I thought we ran as hard as we
could with our
energy levels,”

Wl

Continued from page 19

N

(101 NORTH)

TRINIDAD
has

TRINIDAD

SCENIC

EXIt

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21", OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS.

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES
HUNGRY?
DEL! DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11AM

ARCATA

mance, McGee had 147 total yards

Gaels’ last drive. On first down,

and two touchdowns, both rush-

ing, while only touching the ball
14 times. Averaging 10.5 yards
per carry, McGee gained 60 yards
on eight attempts, and 88 yards on

just bend a little bit.”
Once .ae momentum was
shifted, Saint Mary’s was in

linebacker Galloway and defen-

trouble, Carson said. And the shift

it was defensive

in momentum was credited to the

Collins who made the stop. A third

eight receptions.

attitudes of the players going out

and one run gained no yards as

after the second half.
“As the momentum picked up,”
defensive line coach John Yenney
said, “the players picked it up and
we started swarming as a unit.”
Before the *Jacks took over on

linebacker Mark Hanes, defensive

HSU opens conference play
Saturday in Rohnert Park against
Sonoma State University at 1 p.m.
The Cossacks are coming offa
21-21 tie with Chico State.
Sonoma
State
has
been
outscored 181-31 inits first four
games.

downs, it was the seniors who were

|

in on the key plays to stuff the

sive linemen Dyshun Beshears
made the tackle. On second down,

back Maury

linemen Carl Posey and Galloway
made the stop. On the decisive
fourth down play, defensive back
LJ. Eiben made a tackle for a oneyard loss.
In his record-setting perfor-

OPEN:

7 DAYSrri asav2aurs. 677-3611

Feel compelled to read The Lumberjack at a time when
there Is no newspaper rack in sight?
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1504 G Street, Arcata
826-0469
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Open Sundays
Sale Ends Oct. 8th
408 F Street, Eureka, 445-3035 - 10th & F Streets, Arcata, 822-4673
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* Organic Espresso & Local Foods
“Fresh Juices & Smoothies

e STUDENTS!
REDUCED WEEKDAY RATES
NOON-5P.M. MON. - FRI.
VE

stuffed

* Catering & Take Out

Tofu

Breakfast ALL Day

"INCLUDING LOCAL NERO ORR

eleN ES

* Daily Specials

eTHURSTY THURSDAY!

orersat=n%) Sab

he

Open...

$1 PINTS FOR POOL SHOOTERS
7PM-CLOSE (INCLUDES MICROBREWS)

7:00am Everyday

“TRE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOTI”

Between

615 STH ST., EUREKA © 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!

768

G & H « Northtown

18th St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-7543

w/ 850 Mb Ah Drive

p
members
on
our os.
Committee
ried the= Peps Pantry as a way for the Co-op to
ee eryone afford a healthier bag of groceries.
n
it the Co-op, you can find 10 basic,
alchfal del 2s for your emay at the lowest prices

5X CD-ROM-5199
EVERGREE N
.
2a
SYSTEM §S
¥

661 G Street Arcata

et ods att cata he

Forganic product will be satued whe-

Peo le’s Pantry specials are listed promi-

bay of grocer
er ies.
BULK

~~

BINS

Organic

7
Reg.
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Wedding, Portrait
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Photography by Philip Dresser
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Boat Co.
Surfboard

Flavored

Supplies:

TOOTHPASTE

$

Humboldt

ae

Unsweetened and
Mint

Cameras » Supplies
Photo Finishing » Passport Photos
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” MEAT DEPT.
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¢is

Bureka Co-op stores.

Locally Produced
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Boat

Supplies:
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822-3354
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Acquittal of O.J. Simpson a

On average, 90 women are
murdered every week in America.

defeat for victims of violence
While it’s true O.J. Simpson was acquitted of double murder, it still
doesn’t change the fact he habitually beat his wife, a pattern far too

common in today’s
According to the
victims of violence
ber
1991, th e number

society.
U.S. Department of Justice, nearly two in three female
were related to or knew their attacker. From 1983 to
1 increased db by
ived
reportst received
viol
tic violence
of d domestic

almost 117 percent.
Other statistics paint an equally grim picture. There are 1,500 shelters
for battered women in the United States, compared to 3,800 animal

Mm Li rd e red

shelters. Medical expenses from domestic violence total at least $3 to $5

billion annually.

over 10 times as many incidents of vio-

b

What is your reaction to the

lence by an intimate. On average annually,

O.]. Simpson
in theloaning
verdict Pandnae
= trial?

women experience 572,032 violent acts at
the hands of an intimate, compared to

siatetie andl

0 i

spo U se

C

by

are

half

about

someone with whom they had

CAMPUS VOICE:

to males, females experienced
Compared
;
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|
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|
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|

48,983 incidents committed against men.
The frightening thing about these statistics is they are relatively consis-

7

¢

From 1983 to 1991, the number

tent year-to-year. The sad truth is little is being done about domestic

in America
violence
Nicole Brown Simpson’s family has made the best of this sad situation,
using the immense media publicity of the trial as a means ofillustrating the

of

| 0 mM esti ( VI 0 | e rn ce

re po rts

existence of domestic violence and the importance of curbing it.
Even though domestic violence was unfortunately downplayed in the

received

Simpson trial, that shouldn’t deter victims from coming forward and

seeking help. The only way to resolve this national disease is through a

in creased

| ] ]

willingness to accept that a dire problem exists and listen to the distraught

by

Gj | most

pe rce ni

voices of the true victims and act accordingly.

Simpson jury guilty by reason of insanity
12 lazy people ruin a perfectly good mockery of justice
little shell-

it was quite refreshing to see
Incidentally,

shocked after seeing Johnnie Cochran wear-

Darden break down
| Deputy DA Christopher

I can understand being a

room during the deliberations,

[=

because from what I can tell, they

|

had one hell ofa party. There were
probably
lots of women there, they spent the
months together, all 12 had access
serious drugs and knew they could
at O.J.’s house anytime they

I don’t blame O.]. for the verdict, I don’t

Li

David

ing a Star of David, or having to appear _ in tears, something he seemed to be on the

U id

q
L unc

last nine
to some
hang out
visited

Brentwood.

verge of during the whole trial.
amused at Lance Ito’s compulsive jolliness,
Johnnie Cochran and company will wear
but in the end I wouldn’t have to use a magic
fucking eight-ball to figure out Ron _ the crowns of victory low on their heads to
hide their swelling egos and shaky conGoldman’s blood had no place in O,J.’s__

h

Bronco ornot many nightstalkers wear$200 _ sciencesas they giggle like schoolgirls all the

Chrisman

size 12 Italian sneakers.

blame the lawyers, I blame the 12-person

the wrong one and it only took three hours.

way to the ATM machine.

So the Juiceman, who made his mark in

Fred Goldman will probably fall asleep

for 2,000 yards in a single season, will be

while the L.A. County Sheriff's Department

forever knownastheman who walked. After

keepsa watchful eye on his affairs and public

professional sports as the first man to rush _ telling his woes to his handlebar moustache

circus which essentially devoted a whole
They made
year ofits life to makeadecision.

overpaid ambulance chasers.

making.

would have liked to have been in the

jury.
Day two: Gee. It’s weird being on ajury.

I’ll admit it took me about five minutes
worth of DNA testimony tomakeadecision,
but I wasn’t on the jury and if] was would
probably be the only one who could tie my _
own shoes.

Shipand the other
tempertantrums. Kaelin,
J. looks fabulous. That Lance Ito is a paying off his “dream team” attorneys OJ.
minor players in the year-long drama with a
may have to make killing people a career
funny guy. I learned about DNA today and
founda booger on my notepad. I’m stealing _ instead ofjust a pastime. He justhastowork _ bad ending will toy with book deals and sink
lots of towels when I leave.”
on being a little neater.
into the oblivion of Court TV and lectures
These people were moin beginning law school

In any event, these 12 people were so
anxious to get back to their wives, husbands

rons. Do you know any
doctors or accountants

and Tinkertoys they rendered a verdict that

who would take a year off

After

them celibate well into the next

to live in ? — on
a tapped phone and no

attorneys > O.4J. may
onne

Youcan’tget 12 peopletoagreeonapizza_

cable? Hell no! These

killing people a career instead of just

on television only
the century”

apa stime

to see justice crumble at the

= ry
ecade.

topping, yet these morons come up witha _ people had problems.

ic

'

off h ”

—

"

//

years trying to forget that I
watched most of the “trial of

have toma ke
.
.

:

p
I may be way off base
here, but there’s a good chance that anyone who decides to be away

Marcia Clark willbe knownasthewoman

rhymes:

from their family and children for a year

divorced—
confident, and ve,
— ofthe90s—bra

might havea serious problem with decision

probably spend the rest of my

drea mteam

not guilty verdict before the soap operas
start! Did you read the books the dismissed
jurors wrote? They were like nursery

«Day one: It’s really weird being on a

classes.
I, on the other hand, will

who was eventually beaten by a team of

hands of 12 angry men and
women who badly wanted to
go home, open a beer and watch TV.

Chrisman is a journalism senior.
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U.S. flag should rarely fly
at half staff on campus
Whatis your reaction tothe
=
verdict in the O.J. Simpson trial?
“| thought he
was guilty. |
thought the
evidence
pointed toward
him.”
MATTIE SANOSSIAN
child development senior

“I think that it
shows if you
have enough
money and the
backing you
can get off
scot-free.”

There was too
much
information in
too little time.”

put, itis not a “campus” flag; it is an Ameri-

can flag. Being one who imagines himselfto
keep more or less up-to-date on national
affairs, I usually find it necessary— upon
seeing the campus flag at half staff— to check
the obituary bulletin at the base of flag staff
to learn whether the gesture signifies the
death ofa retired custodian, amember of the
board of trustees, a student or professional

colleague, a coveted HSU donor’s spouse
or family friend, an aging redwood tree or
some administrator’s pet gopher.
In a year when the misguided rhetoric of
a certain political party seems to have per-

suaded a substantial segment of the public

DEREK MASTEN
geology senior

“| was a bit
surprised that
he got
acquitted.”

“They judged
him too fast.

First of all, despite the uses to which it is

to believe that the toppling and utter annihilation of our Great Republic can be avoided
only by re-writing the American Constitution to pressure third-graders into praying
in public schools and to ensure that political
protesters not burn or otherwise desecrate
or misuse the nation’s flag, it would seem
timely to consider current “establishment”
misuse at a local level.
For the first 146 years of its existence, the

United States of America managed to survive without a code of flag etiquette— official or unofficial. However, in 1923, unelected bureaucrats in the War Department
issued.a department circular on the rules of

JENNIFER

JONES

TINAWASKOM

wildlife junior

wildlife junior

flag usage which were shortly after adopted
by a Washington conference of 68 private
‘patriotic’ organizations. Though ignored

by the government at the time, on June 22,

“| really don’t

1942— some six and a half months

“| think that it
was a fair
verdict.”

care.... |

don’t thirtk it’s
fair for me to
say.

follow-

ing Pearl Harbor— Congress adopted ajoint
resolution that codified those rules. And

sure enough, we beat the Japs! On July 7,
1976,

Public Law

94-344

amended

the

“rules and customs pertaining to the display
and use of the flag” to their present form.

u"

The law specifies the occasions that pre-

scribe the flying of the flag at half-mast. It is
to be so flown, until noon on Memorial Day

JUANITNA MOULTON
theater arts junior
COMPILED BY MEGAN

MARVIN CASUPANAN
wildlife senior
FITZGIBBON AND HEATHER

PARKER

Lumberjack Staff

Tom Jones
and as provided by presidential proclamation: (1) for 30 days from the death of a
president or former president; (2) for 10

days from the death of a vice president,
chief justice or retired chief justice, or
speaker of the House; (3) from the death to
the burial of an associate justice, cabinet
member, former vice president, or Senate

president pro tempore, majority or minority Senate leader, or majority or Minority
House leader; (4) on the day of death and
the following day within metropolitan

Washington, D.C., and from death to burial
in the decedent’s state, congressional district, territory or commonwealth fora sena-

tor, representative, territorial delegate, or
resident commissioner of Puerto Rico; and
(5) from death until burial in the appropri-

ate state, territory or U.S. possession for
the governor of a state, territory or posses-

sion.
Clearly, by existing law, lowering the
American flag to half-mast is intended to
convey but one message: that the nation is
in mourning. It is not to be used as an

obituary notice for local notables and unnotables. To lower that flag to express the

whimsical sympathies of those focused on
the provincial concerns of an inconsequenin Northarts college somewhere
tial liberal

ern California is to trivialize its proper use
in times of national mourning.

Perhaps, then, in the light of these observations, itwould be appropriat
to leave ethe
ups and downs of the flag to the law and to

relegate obituaries to their proper place in
the campus newspaper.
Jones is a professor of interdisciplinary studies.

Letters to the editor ¢
Environmental
out of touch wit

rotestors are
the ‘real world’

Is it just me, or is anyone else of the
opinion that these professional environmen-

Letters policy

Guest column

ists realize that their behavior only harms
the cause of those genuinely interested in
reasonable, realistic environmental preservation.

tal protestors, who were bussed in from as

Todd Stone

Letters and columns to The Lumberjack
must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday

far away as Washington state over last weekendarea bit out of touch with the real world.

political science senior

before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

In the real world, we work for a living to

feed and house our families. These protestors were able to free up a week on their busy

The Lumberjack

Administrators lack the courage
to end the loyalty oath

Humboldt State University

calendar just to come to our town and get

Does no one— the Department Chair,

Nelson Hall East 6

thrown in jail (which costs us a fortune, as
does all the extra overtime for the extra
police.)

the Dean, ihe Provost, the President, the

Arcata, Calif. 95521

Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921

E-mail:

In the real world, we solve our problems

thejack @axe.humboldt.edu

Letters and

columns

these guidelines:

are subjected

to

* They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items
will not be considered.
* Items must be verified before they’re

published. They need a signature, address
and phone number. Students must include

their

major

and

year

in

school.

Anonymous letters will not be published.
° Heme are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to

available space.
* Publication is not guaranteed.

fit

and express our concerns by talking and
voting, not by trespassing on private property or by sabotaging land and equipment
that doesn’t belong to us.
I read ina paper last week that the leader
of Earth First “led a group of women demonstrators in a chant to the goddesses of
nature,” then proudly went on to be the first
person arrested.
This is not the way rational adults behave. For that matter, itis not even up to the
standards of childlike behavior.
When will these environmental extrem-

Chancellor— have the courage to challenge
alaw that made no sense during the hysteria
of the 1950s and certainly makes no sense
in 1995?

Not much courage is needed— odds are
that a court test would find the loyalty oath
unconstitutional. It'd be an easy chance for
one of our educators to demonstrate (i.e.teach) democracy in action.

My hope is that by the time this letter is
published, one or more members of the
administration will have stood up to call a
halt to this nightmare.
Arthur Feraru
Over 60 Program
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OPPORTUNITIES

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn up to $2000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour

FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500
in 5 days—Greeks, groups, clubs
(800)862- 1982 Ext. 33

12/6

AUDITIONS!

World—

Employment

ePlace

e$5/25

Travel.
11/29

at

eDeadline:

October 6.

in the K.B.R.

on

Doors open at 8pm.

18+ or HSU
826-“3257.

|.D. reguired.

4 p.m.

discount

before

MOUNTAIN
BIKE
SKILLS
CLINIC offered through Center
Activities October 7-8.
Skill
development for beginners and
intermediate riders will increase
your enjoyment of mountain biking
and the beautiful trails of Humboldt

el
o
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CLASSES
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V2

(FIMO)clay

Office,

Nelson

Hall

(just $2!)

Wednesday

¢ needle tatting

tig

¢ kid’s silk painting

10/7

e beg. spinning

10/8

¢ color knitting

am

¢ beg. weaving

Tae

° beg. knitting

10/15

e int. knitting

a4

Ye Oe

AUTO WELLNESS®
Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.

for appointment or info. 10/25

NOTICES
$100.00 REWARD
for info leading
to the acquisition of the video tape

of the May 20, 1994 HSU Theater
Arts Department Brown Derby
Awards. Attorney Jason Singleton
441-1177.
10/25
ONLY 1,250 MORE STUDENTS
needed
to make
the 25%

Contingent a reality!

HONDA

MET e aTacA

822-2596
Alan Hunter
Arcata
Namaste

stuff, etc. Cash only.
USED KENMORE WASHING
MACHINE $60.00, Life Styler 550
exercise bike with rowing feature
$25.00. 822-0210.
WEIGHT SET, Standard iron
plates, 130 pounds, 2 dumbells, 1
curl bar, incline bench with leg
extension.
$200 OBO.
Leave
OREGON RESIDENTS ONLY,
1979 Subaru wagon, 4x4. Good
condition, $700 cash. 825-7380.
GIBSON EPIPHONE GUITAR
With amp $150, Smith Carona PW6 word processor with spell check
function. 826- 1890.

BIG MONEY, NO WAMMIES
Lumberjack Classified Ads are a
great way to rid yourself of that
unwanted stuff.Call 826-3259.

Call

326-3928

TEMECULA CONS
& PURVEYORS

Vigorous

OF FINE COFFEE

ings Stim ut Rad

ApPEQu

eileen
(ous

apres Sy

“ting

>, Foun

NI Ray

Well Hoe

Eten

Wesonearless
‘

res

Classic

Master Technician

fax: 677-1617

MOVING SALE: October7 and 8,
10am till 3pm.
At 10th and F
Streets, Arcata.
Desk, TV,
bookshelves, furniture, kitchen

25% of the

¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul
¢ Fuel Injection Diagnosis ¢
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

1981 PLYMOUTH CHAMP, runs
great, clean, good gas mileage.
$700. 444-3231

message at 442-8944.

Factory trained technician for

open daily
H St.

3497

Call 444-

publication.

What can you do to get
200,000 miles out of your car?

822-4269
941

calls by John Lopez, formerly of

the Pleasure Center.

East

Practice
10/5

LET HENDERSON STREET
WORD PROCESSING do your

ROASTERS

Classes! Classes!
¢e polymer

by caring human contact. Footreflexology. Reidun Olsson CMP
822- ‘7247.

college-age
population
is
disabled. Join the faction. Come
Wednesday 2-3:30pm, N.H.E.,
rm.120. 825-7334.

Sell that stuff with
Lumberjack Classified Ads.
They work!

MYSTIC MOTORS»
Q
2
es!

Massage transmits healing energy

Info

Call Center Activities at 826-3357

Student

Fri.

Disclaim

is extremely dissatified with your
performance, especially about the
Church of the Holy Family services
at 11am, Sundays at 1757 J St.,

Ticket

in Arcata.

ENJOY A MASSAGE

BODY PIERCING. Dorm orhouse-

Oct .4. Pre-registration required.

Arcata-SCREWTAPE.

FOR SALE

KRFH

Productions

Come

find out what we're about and how
you can get involved!

822- 5971.

mind and they're for rent! Come
on down.
CONCERT

House from Noon to 4pm.

Bert Colbert, Sellers

typing
for you. We doclass papers,
thesis, mailing lists, and tape
transcribing. 443-6128.
12/13

WORMWOOD HEADQUARTERS

University

words.

the.very finest videos for rent too!
Alien autopsy and much much
more! Secrets of the black world,
alien dreamtime, area 51, secret
underground bases, NASA coverups, Roswell, flying saucers. Our
library of videos will blow your

THE ROAD TO ACTION leads to
the Associated Students.
Next
Tuesday, October 11: A.S. Open

aes

of

County. Pre-trip meeting Tuesday

Call now!

ads

east

glad you did! Don't forget, we have

and

SHOPPING FOR THAT HARD TO
FIND ITEM? Check out what's for

PERSONALS

mile

presents The Violets, dark bloom,

12/13

sale in the Lumberjack Classifieds

1

our selection and prices, you'll be

(206) 634-

0469 ext. V60471

just

Newly

Arcata in Sunnybrae- #36. Check

12/13

Find out

Take a Break Student
(800) 95-BREAK!

re-opened,

AND WORK

Group:

Cool and filter your

from The Time Traveler.

SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to $2000+
in salary & benefits. Call Vertical

how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company!
Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose
Cancun,
Bahamas,

Mazatlan, or Florida!

ext. N60471

at $99,500.

tobacco smoke with a water pipe

basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J60471
12/13

How to Travel Cheap, Oct. 30 and
new sessions of Yoga, Karate,
Guitar, Cooking and more will begin
in mid-October.
Schedule
available by calling 826- 3357.
FREE TRIPS & CASH!

12/13

—Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching

CENTER ACTIVITIES offers
Introduction To Bonsai, Oct 7 &
14; Wilderness Medicine Series,
Oct. 25, Nov. 1, 8 & 15; Working
The

Realty,

TRAVEL ABROAD

1

Theatre
Arts office ASAP.
Questions? Michael 677-1678.

Around

SMOKERS!

545-4804

Japanese woman—age 18-25; 1
white male—age 45-55; 4 white
males—age 18-25.
Experience
helpful—not required. October 9,

Vacations

(916) 629- 3516.

available, reservation required.

available at National Parks,
Forests &-Wildlife Preserves.
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-

12/13

Needed:

available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-

travel.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING—
Seasonal & full-time employment

per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.
No experience necessary.
Call

(206)545- “4155 ext A60471.

Seasonal & full-time employment

GET OUT OF THE DORMS!
Student rental for sale, 3 bed, 1
bath. Your parents may be able to
finance with small down. Offered

World

634-0468 ext. C60471

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT—
Students needed!
Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+

SS
BETTE
ES

TUBES FOR RENT on the warm
Trinity. $5 each. Group rates are

companies.

and
motivated individuals.
Fast,easy—no financial obligation.

FILM

CLASSIFIED
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13 years experience

ESCORT SERVICE
24 HOURS/7 DAYS A WEEK

TOX1

C

Pure Kickin

CALENDAR
Wednesday 4

University Annex 115. More in-

formationis available at 826-4750.

Music
¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka.
From

826-5929.
¢ Humboldt Peacemakers’
Association meets at 6 p.m. in

8:30 p.m.

to 12:30 a.m.

Those younger than 21 welcome
until 10 p.m. More information is
available at 445-0844.
¢ Club Karaoke at Club West
with Downtown Curtis Brown, all

country and pop favorites, largest
karaoke library in town. No cover
charge, 18 and older welcome,
doors open at 8 p.m. More infor-

¢ HSU Sailing Club meets at 8
p-m. in the Kate Buchanan Room.

Beginners welcome.

e Interviewing Techniques
will be discussed
in a workshop
<<»
presented by the
Ss GEEZ Career Center at
SEAS
p.m. in Nelson
—7
71 Hall West 232.
More information
is available at 826-3341.

Recital Hall.
Bonnie Hampton will perform on the
cello, Nathan
Schwartz on the

piano, and Miwako
Watanabe on the violin. Ticket information
is available at 826-3928.
¢ The Violets, Dark Bloom
KRFH

tend. More information is available at 826-3551.
¢ International Folk Dance

Party, sponsored by the Internaat
.<

ginsat8p.m.
at the Presby-

form at 8 p.m. in the Fulkerson

Disclaim,

per and stationary. Children are

terested. All are encouraged to at-

the dance be-

¢ The Francesco Trio will per-

and

how to recycle paper into new pa-

volunteers, staff and all others in-

dinner begins
6:30 p.m. and

Music

Workshops

Open Meeting, for

tional Folk Dance Club. Potluck

Friday 6

mation is available at 444-CLUB.

¢ CCAT

presented

by

Concert Production, will

perform in the Kate Buchanan
Room. Doors open at 8 p.m. Admission is $4, those 18 and older

__ Wednesday, Oct. 4,1995

18 and older welcome, $20 fee or

terian Church
in Arcata. Live
music, learn dances from Greece,

Norway and Bulgaria. No partner
needed, beginners are welcome.
More

encouraged to attend, everyone is
welcome. Event is free to students
and the public. More information
is available at 826-3551.
¢ Explore the Lost Coast, a
field trip along the coast near
Petrolia with a marine biologist.
Sponsored by the Natural History
Museum. From 9 a.m. to 5 p.m

information is available at

822-8045.

$16 for members. More information is available at 826-4479.
¢ Natural History Story Time,
sponsored by the Natural History
Museum at 2:30 p.m. Ages from 4
to 10 welcome. More information
is available at 826-4479.

Et Cetera
¢ Pastels on the Plaza, side-

walk chalk paintings on the plaza
by various artists. All proceeds

Saturday 7

benefit the North Coast Children’s
Services.

¢ Mountain Bike Race in the

Music
¢ Norton Buffalo and the
Knockouts will perform at the
Club West. Hear former Grammywinning Norton Buffalo play the

Arcata Community Forest, three
age

division

____ categories. Fifto) = ~ teen dollars for
students, $25

Thursday 5

welcome.
¢ Retro-Revival Show with the
Ninja and surprise guest D]’s at

Club West. Doors open at 9 p.m.,

Doors open at 8 p.m., show time

amem bers.
"Deadline
to

Music

18 and older welcome. Reduced

is at 9 p.m. Advance tickets are

register is Oct. 5. More informa-

cover before 10:30 p.m. More in-

$12, $14 at the door.

formation is available at 444CLUB.
¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay at
Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m. No
cover, those younger than 21 wel-

¢ Karaoke with Mike Mckay at
Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m. No
cover, those younger than 21 welcome. More information is avail-

tion is available at the intramural
office at 826-6011.
¢ Star Wars will be shown at

able at 839-5820.

ternational Film Festival. A dona-

come. More information is available at 839-5820.

Theater

tion of $2 willbe accepted, snacks

specials from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Twenty-one and older welcome.
More

information

is available at

822-4861.

Theater
¢ “The Lilies of the Field” presented by the Ferndale Repertory
Theatre at 8:15 p.m. More information is available at 725-2378.

Et Cetera

Theater
“The Lilies of the Field” presented by the Ferndale Repertory
Theatre at 8:15 p.m. More information is available at 725- 2378.

¢ U.S.Congressman Frank
Riggs will be in the Kate Buchanan

Et Cetera

Room at 3:30 p.m. for a town
meeting on the Endangered Species Act.
¢ Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Student Association meets at 7
p.m. in the MultiCultural Center.
More information is available at

Garden Day, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Toyota e VW - Jeep

e

¢ CCAT’s Vegetable and Herb
Learn

to harvest, sow

and weed with other
students. No experience or tools necesYYYTYYT"
sary. More information ‘II!

is available at 826-3551.

Workshops
¢ Composting Workshop at
CCAT from 11 a.m. to | p.m.

Learn techniques of building and
maintaining quality composts. Everyone is welcome, all CCAT

events are free to students and the
public. More information is available at 826-3551.

BUR

FIVOOD

STOMOTIVE

Loaner bikes available.
513 J St. (two doors north of Cafe Mokka)
RED

SPACECRAFT
BREAKS THROUGH
THE CLOUD COVER

OF MYSTERIO

\ J
a}

AT THE CONTROLS, ITS
| NONE OTHER THAN QUR
FEARLESS HERO
SPACEMAN

SPIFF.’

7:30 p.m. in Founders Hall 118,
sponsored by the Humboldt

Sunday 8
Music
¢ Club Triangle at Club West.
Doors openat9 p.m., 18 and older
welcome. Admission is $4 for
those older than 21, $5 for those
younger than 21. More information is available at 444-CLUB.

Monday 9
Et Cetera
¢ Vegan Club meets from 4 to
5:30 p.m. in Nelson Hall East 113.
Everyone is welcome.
* Bosom Buddies, a support
group forwomenand families who
have experienced breast cancer
meets at the Women’s Resource
Center in Eureka from 5:30 to 7
p-m. More information is available at 442-5239.

Tuesday 10
¢ Redwood Coast Writers’
Center presents ongoing meetings
for writers of any level or genre
from 7 to 10 p.m. at The Ink
People in Eureka. More information is available at 677-1661 or
442- $415.

In-

will be for sale. More information
is available at 826-7288.

¢ “Early Detection Celebration,” a collection of Southwest

Watercolors by Lee Roscoe-Bragg
willbe shownatthe
Humboldt Arts
Council
Phantom
Gallery
in
Eureka from
Oct.
7 to Oct.
31. A reception for the artist will

be held from 6 to 8 p.m.

CCAT, from 1 to 3 p.m. Learn

TU alt ied el

e Windshield Wiper Blade
Replacement

8 822-3770

for community

7

¢ Paper Making Workshop at

atsun e Dodge « Ford e Honda e Subaru ¢ Mitsubishi

Chevye

A SMALL

¢ “The Lilies ofthe Field” presented by the Ferndale Repertory
Theatre at 8:15 p.m. More information is available at 725- 2378.

- $14.95 Per Pair
- Exp. 10-6-95
PILOTING OVER THE
LIFELESS WORLD. HE
REFLECTS ON HIS
UNUSUAL MISSION

UeSSIN *BpzeW IND °

at the NorthCoast Inn. $1 drink

Soultwisters will open the show.

eee
TO SOMEHOW
RM
RASH
PLANETS 6 AND 5

(at

ae

Cable Channel 12

Educational Access

HUMBOLDT THIS WEEK
Tuesday, Oct.
7 p.m.

10

Community Access
Highlights of
This Week’s Schedule
Thurs.

5th

7:20 p.m.

Phillips House

Plaque

Dedication

News About HSU
and the North Coast

aceon

uosseyeM Iilg Aq

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay

harmonica. Dr. Ross and the

oa

HSU Parking Hassles
Public Transportation

Keeping Your Bike Safe
Produced by
HSU Journalism Students

Fri. 6th

7:00 p.m.

N.E.S.T.
(Neighborhood
Emergency Team)
Sat.

7th

7:00

p.m.

Vitamin Supplements
in Your Diet
Sun. 8th

8:00 p.m.

DOC In The Box
Live, Viewer Call-in
“DOC's” topic will be
Breast Cancer

28
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GOLD

The Lumberjack

NECTAR: RED NECTAR; OATMEAL & BLACK CHERRY STOUT....

WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE BREWERY
Monday

or
<<

MONDAY

NIGAT

FOOTBALL MADNESS
SAN DIEGO at KANSAS CITY

a roe h

oo

a
di

|

50¢ beers when CHARGERS score

FISH TACOS ONLY 99¢

MIR

FREE T-shirt Raffle

Tuesday ...Elephant Night
AWESOME BEER SPECIALS

only $6.95 from 6-8P.m

OPEN MIC 9-11 PM

HAPPY HOUR at the Brew Pub 5-ZP.m.

||)

SpikeDrivers
Rockabilly
Bluegrass from SF

|

Oct. 7

mcm
item |

Wednesday

Graffiti

ALL YOU CAN EAT “Buttato wings”
ony $5.95/person
RSS

Local Reggae
Rock

Tuesday Nights
Open Acoustic Jam

soe

Thursday
J
Ld]

12-5P.m.

,8

Oct. 6

aN Se

ALL YOU CAN EAT Fish & Chips

eg

Presents

a
LT

HAPPY HOUR 5-7:P.M.
AWESOME BEER SPECIALS

P
LJ

a

-come one, come all
- bring your instruments

Awesome Beer
SpecialS/s-10p.m.

“Thirsty Thursday” 9-11p.m.

AWESOME BEER SPECIALS

-no cover : FREE!!!

COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCCINO
e PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE
e JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

fIND TUBS
60) 31

Melt.

oe Pol (GoMNo

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to I am
e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE e

7 44M
Os10 ORY

K (Oli
Ol wae Ale

